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CAMPUS CALENDAR FOR YEAR · 1922-1923

1922
Sept. 26, Tuesday, 9 a. m ...........................
Registration· begins
Sept. 27, Wednesday, 10 a. m ............................. Opening exercises
Nov. _28; Thursday ................................................ Thank~giv.ing Day
Dec. 22, ·Friday, 12.:30 p. m ........ .-: ........... Christmas recess begins
0 • • •-• • •

1923
Jan. 3, Wednesday, 8:15 a. m ................................ ~College reopens
Feb. ·2, Friday.........................._.............. Mid-year e~aminations end
Feb. 5, Monday.............. Registration for second _s emester beg_ins ·
Feb. · 21, W ednesday............ Annual meeting of Board .of T~ustees·
Feb. 22, Thursday.............. Rollins-Winter _Park Founders' ·week .
begjns, Civic Day.
Feb. _25, Sunday..........:····················- ··············Rollins Found~r's Day
April 1, Sunday............................................................ Easter Sunday
April 28, Saturclay, 10 a. m..........~ .. Annual Interscholastic Water
Meet, ·Florida· High Schools ..
May 1, Tuesday ...........
~
~Annual May Day exercises
June 3, Sunday........................... ~ ....................Baccalaureate Sermon
June 6, Wednesday................. ~ ................... ~Final examinations end
June 7, Thursday........................... ;.......... Commencement exercises
s ••••••••••• • •••••••••••

Note-It will be noted above that the . Easter recess_ is
omitted and the Christmas vacation shortened in order to close
early in June and yet keep the regular thirty-six -weeks of the

standard college-year.
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BOARD OF TRUSTE.E S

Robert J. Sprague, ,Ph. D.................................... ~.:Acting President
W. :R. .O'NeaL ... ~ ......................... ,........................................ Secretary
Executive Committee
William C. Comstock
Louis Boisot
Charles R.- Switzer
W. R. 0'Neal Investment Committee
William C. Comstock
Evaline Lamson Smith
Charles R. Switzer
W. R. 0'Neal
Term to expire in 1923 .
Evaline Lamson Smith.................... :............................... Winter -Park

Charl_es R. Switzer, M.D ......................................... :.....Winter Park
Edward S. Burleigh ............................... :................................ Tavares
Harry S . .Rollins .... ,...............................................Des Moines, Iowa
Edna Giles Fuller.............................................................. ~ ..... 0tlando
Paul E. Stillman................. :.......... ............................ Jefferson, Iowa
Luther -W. Tilden ........................................................ Winter Garden
Maud Neff Whitman .........................................·........................ 0rlando
Term to expire in 1924
John M. Cheney., ................·.......................................................0rlando
Rev. Frank S. Child, D.D ......................................... Fairf1eld, Conn.
William R. 0'Neal.. ....... ~ ....................~ .....................................-Orlando
Edward H: Brewer................... .-......... ~ ... '. ........................ Winter Park
Louis Boisot................................................................ :..... Chicago, Ill.
Fritz J. Frank, '96.................................................... New York, N~ Y~
Term to expire in 1925
Rev. George Morgan Ward, D.D., LL.D ............... Billerica, .Mass.
Irving Bacheller, L.H.D., Litt. D .................................Winter Park
WiUiam C. Comstock. .............._......................... :........... Winter . Park
Jessie Mallory O'N eal...: ........................................... ,.............. 0dando ·
Rev. George B. Wa:ldron ..............................·.. ,..... ~,·····:··Jacksonville
Rev. Frank M. Sheldon................................................. Boston, Mass.
T. ·W. Lawton, ·'03........................... ·-···············--·····-···---···--·~-Saniord
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FACULTY
FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION 1921-22

COLLEGE
ROBERT J. S_P RAGUE, A.M., Ph~ D.
Acting President.
.
A. B., Bosto·n U.; A. M. Harvard U.; Ph.: .D., Boston U.;
Prof. History · Main Wesleyan ·woman's College;· .· Prof.
Economics and History, Knox College; Prof .· ·Economics
and Sociology, U. of ·M aine; · Head of D1vision. of .Human-.
ities . and Prof. Economics and Sociology, , Mass. · Agricultural · Colle-g e; Special. Lecturer in A. ·E. F. -fn Franc~ and
Germany; two years travel and -~tudy in E.urope; _lnvesti- .
gator for Carnegie Institution at Washington; .F~llo'Y of
Am. Association for Adv. of Science. Phi . Beta . Kappa,
Phi ·Kappa Phi. Rollins . Coll~ge, 1921, - .- · .
REV. GEORGE MORGAN WARD, D.D~, LL. D., . President
· Emeritus.
·
A. B., A. M., Dartmouth; LL. B., Boston U.; B.·. D., Andover;
D. D., Dartmouth;. LL. D., U. of Florida; Secretary~ ·international Society Christian Endeavor, 1885-89;- -Phi. ~eta .·
Kappa; Pres. ·Rollins, ·1895-1903; Pres. Wells College 19031912; Pastor, Royal Poinciana Chapel, Palm Beach;_·F lorida .
winters, 1900-; Vice-Pres. American Humane .Society;
Pres. Rollins, 1916-1922, - -.
IDA MAY BARRETT, Dean of Women.
.
Lecturer on Hygiene, Rollins, 1920, - -.
WINSLOW SAMUEL ANDERSON, B. S ..
Associate Professor of Chemistry.
B. . S., Bates College, Maine. Assistant in . Chemistry,
Bates College, 3 years.. Phi Beta . Kappa; member ·of
American Chemical Society and American Electro~hemical Society. . Rollins, 1921,
MADELEINE. BLAKE, B. S.
Associate Professor of Home Economics.
·. . .
13. S. North Dakota . Agricultural College, Department of.
Home ·Economics; in .·ch~rge of Home Economics work in
.High School · of Gilbert, Minn.; Instructor . -i.n ·Iowa State .
Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Ia. Rollins~ · 1921, ~ -•.

·. .•

•.•'

ROLLINS -COLLEGE

THOMAS RAKESTRAW BAKER, Ph. D.
*Emeritus Professor of Natural Science.
Director of the Museum.
ROY J. CAMPBELL, B. S., C. P.H.
Professor of Biology.
B. S., Bates College, Maine; C. P~ H., Harvard _ U. and
Mass. Institute of Technology; Instructor in Chemistry at
. Bates College and in Sanitation at Tufts Me_d ical School.
Rollins, 1921, - - .
LOUISE COOPER, A. B., A. M.
Associate Professor o_f Mathematics, and Physical Director
for Women.
A. B., Kentucky
We.s leyan Colle.g e; A. M., Columbia U.;
.
Registered Examiner _in Swimming and Life · Saving for
Red Cross; Member Kentucky State Women's· Championship Basketball · Team and Manager _ of Team;· Special
training in aesthetic and natural gymnastics. Rollins, 1921,
.

REV. WILLIAM HOUCH DRESCH, A. M., B. D.
Professor of Philosophy.
.
A. B., Ohio Northern U.; B. D. Barrett Biblical Institute;
A. M~, U. of Cincinnati; Instructor, Philosophy,- U. of Cincinnati; Prof. Philosophy and . Psychology, Washburn College. Rollins, 191:8, - - .
RICHARD FEUERSTEIN, Ph. D.
Professor of Modern Languages.
Ph. · D., University- of Vienna; Graduate study in Philosophy in the Sorbonne, Paris; J;>rofessor,. German and French
jn Staats Realschule and Gymnasium, · Vienna., for six
years; Fellow in Modern Languages, University of Pittsburgh. Rollins; 192L ·

H. D. FLUHART.
Instructor in the Art of Painting.
Pupil of Richard Riter Von Paschinger. Member of Soci~
ety of American · Artists of Paris. Member of American
-Art Club, Munich. Member of Art Club: of Cincinnati Ohio.
Former Director of Art at Stetson University, Knox and
Earlham Colleges. - Rollins, 1922, - --.
.
*Retired on Carnegie Foundation; 1921.
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SUSAN TYLER GLADWIN 1 _A. B.
Associate Professor of Spanish.
A. B., Rollins; Student, Summer Sessions, U. of Michigan,
New York U., U. of Florida, and _C olumbia U.; Teacher
Phillippines, · three. year~; Teacher in Public .Scho·ols of
Florida; eleven years. Rollins,. 1916, - -.

in·

AGNES M. GRAHAM, B. S., M. L.
Associate Professor of History.
B. S.,. M. L., George Washington U. Law Teacher Columbian Law School; Special Course in History. Dickenson
College. Travel Courses in Europe and U. S.; Vice Principal _Brounel Hall, Omaha, Neb.; Instructor in His~ory,
Gibson School, Carlisle, Pa.; Instructor in_Law, Washington High Scool for twenty _y ears. One ·year .- head of the
Department. Rollins, 1921, - -. ·
·
ELDRIDGE HART, A. B., Brown U.; LL.B., London Univ.;
C. P. · A.
-Professor .of Business Administration.
Member . National . Association of Comptrollers. . Formerly
Supervising Auditor Penn. and N. Y. C. Rai1ways. · Member Blackstone Institute · Staff. Assistant ·Professor . Accounting University of Wyoming. Rollins, 1921, - - .
RUTH S. HART, A. B.
Assistant Professor of Dramatics.
A. B., Northwestern University. For:Q1erly Playground ·
Supervisor, Taylorville and Chicago, Ill.; Director
Physical Education, Women's University · of Wyoming. Rol-- .
"
lins, 1921, - -.,

of

REV. CHARLE~ KIMBALL 'HOYT, A. M·., D. D ..
*Emeritus · Professor of · History and Biblical Literature.
A. B., A. · M., Hamilton Coliege; B. D., Auburn Theotogical
Seminary; D. D., U. of Omaha; Supt. Public . Schools,
Waterloo, N. Y.; Prof. English, Wells College; · Bellevue
College, Huron College, Maryville College; Assistant in
Presbyterian College Board;. Contributo~ to ' Johns·ori's En. cyclopaedia and Magazines. Rollins, 1918, ~ . •Retired on . Carnegie Foundation, 1921.

.
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CECIL K. JENNINGS.
Instructor in Arts.
Gradu~te of Erasmus Hall School of Fine Arts and Pratt
Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y.; graduate of -Ber~shire Summer School of Art; one year's study of designing and interior decotating at the Herbert Looms, New York _City;
Instructor in Art, Mills School, Mount Airy, Pa. Rollins,
1921, - - .

*SUSAN LONGWELL, A. M.
Professor of English. Emeritus ..
ELIZABETH DOUGLAS , MERRIWEATHER.
A. B. Rollins College. Librarian; Instructor in Industrial
Arts. •Rollins, 1914, - . -.
MABEL NELSON.
Instructor of .Typewriting _a nd Shorthand.
Graduate Gregg Normal School. Rollins, 192i,

--.

JOHN ARTHUR PODMORE, B. Ed.
Inst:mctor in MatJ:iematics .2nd Public SpBaking.
B. Ed., U. of Washington; Assistant Instructor, Chemistry,

Lincoln High Scho0l, Seattle, Wash.; Winner; Jfrst priz ~,
Ballard Oratorical Contest two succeszive years; Memb -:.: ·:,
College Debating Team; Member, Phi Delta Kappa. l:..;:lins, 1920, - - .
-MILTON S. ROSE, A. B., A. M.
Professor of English.
A. B. Harvard; A. M. Harvard. Graduate Study at Harvard. Member Gra.duate School of Edueatio.n. Special
study in School of Landscape Architecture, Harvard~- Head
of English Department in School of Secretarial Science, B. .
U. Instructor in English, Tuft's Dental School. Instructor
in English in Tuft's Medical School. Rollins, ·1921, - - . ·
MINERVA SANFORD, A. B., A. M.
Associate · Professor of Latin.
A. R, A. M.; Baldwin-Wallace University; In~tructor in
Latin, College of the Ozarks, Clarkesville, Ark. Rollins,
1921, - - .
*Retired on Carnegie Foundation, 1921.
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FRED _PAUL ·SCHLICHTER, 13. S .
.Physical ·: Director and. Instructor in Economics .
. B. S., Cornell U.; . graduate study . in Wharton. School of
Finance, U. of Penn.; Member, Vars~ty Baseball an4 Foot- ·
ball Teams intercollegiate championship, · 1914;· Track
.Team under Woakly; U. s~ Navy, 191_7-l,8, Aviation, Commissioned Pilot, Convoy Duty; . Coach, ··uarr'i~burg, · Pa.,
Academy, Football, Baseball, Basketball; Track, 1916'-l 7, .
l9J.9-21°; Swimming Instructor at summer cam-p s in · New
. York and .Maine. Rollins, -1921, -· - .
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Theoretical Branches

SUSAN DYER, Mus. B., (Yale).
Director.
Graduate Peabody Conservatory · of Baltimore and Yale
University' School of Music. Winner Steinert Prize for
Orchestral Composition, Yale, 1914. _Studied with Otis B.
Boise, Dr. -Horatio Parker, Dr. David ·s tanley . Smith.
CHRISTINE HAYWARD,
Assistant Director.
Graduate · New England Conservatory of Boston, and
Northampton, Mass., ,Institute of Musical Pedagogy. For
several years Music Supervisor in Massachusetts. .E xper- ·
ienced and successful church organist. · Piano pupil of
Carl Baerman and Carl Faelten.
MARION ROUS
Graduate with Artist Diploma, of Peabody Conservatory ·
of Baltimore. Pupil of Harold Randolph and Ernest -Hutcheson in ;America, and . Staverihagen . in Munich_. · -B rilliant .
concert pianist and successful lecture recitalist. Before.
coming to Florida was for some years on staff of Peabody
Conservatory.
ELIZABETH HARRIS.
Gr~duate Peabody Conservatory of .Baltimore and pupil
of Harold Randolph · and Ernest Hutcheson. Winner of
Florida · State . Contest for Young . Professional
Musicians
. . .
.
,
held by Florida ·_Federation Music Clubs in Tampa, 1921.Very successful teacher.
·
,
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Assistants In. Piano to be Appointed
Voice .

JEAN KNOWLTON,
Pupil of Tabuyo, in Madrid, Spain and of Mary Peck
Thomson, in Chicag·o. For some years assistant to Miss
Thomson. Successful as :concert singer, costume . .recitalist·
and teacher.
Assistant In Voice to be Appointed
Violin

MARIA-ELSIE JOHNSON.
Pupil of Tirindelli at Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, of
'Ovide · Musin, and of Leo-po.Id Auer. Brilliant concert artist" and teacher of experience.
ELIZABETH KEDNEY KRAUSS.
Pupil of J. C. Allen, Lotta Greenup, Sol Marc_osson. For
five years instructor at Rollins College Conservatory.
,.

Oi:gan and Public School Music

LILLIAN ELDREDGE, Ph.D.,
Voice.
Pupil of Jean Knowlton. Certificate in Public School
Music, Chautauqua, N. Y. Supervisor High School Music,
Orlando, Florida.
HAZEL .WATTS,
Piano.
Diploma pupil Rollins Conservatory, under Marion .R ous.
HAROLD L. BURNS,
Instructor in Saxaphone and choir leader•

... · ..

,

. .-•.

.FACULTY
OFFICERS OF THE FACULTY AND CAMPUS
ROBERT J. SPRAGUE,
Acting President and Dean.
IDA M. BARRETT,
Dean o:f Women and Matron of Cloverleaf .Dormitory.
WILLIAM .R. O'NEAL,
Treasurer.
·,

ALFRED J. HANNA,
Assistant Treasurer.
ELIZABETH D. MERRIWEATHER,
Librarian.
BENJAMIN W. STONE, ·
Su,perintendent of Grounds and Buildings.
RAYMOND W. GREENE,
Manager of Activities.
LOUISE COOPER,
Physical Director of Women.
PAUL F. SCHLICHTER,
Physical Director. of Men.
AMY DAVEY,
Matron of Sparrell Cottage•.
·M ARY E.. GRAVES,
Manager of the Dining Hall •

.

~ •

I,

•

. • ! .·.- .... ·.
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SPECIAL LECTURERS
Lawrence Abbott ........ ~··· ········ ························Editor of the Outlook
Irving Bacheller, L. H. D., Litt. D.
J. Campbell Morgan, D. D.
Edward T. Devine, Ph. D ............................... Editor of the Survey
Wilton Merle-Smith, D. D. ·
Walter Calley, D. D.
Keer Boyce Tupper, D. D., LL. D.
Henry C. Morrison, D. D.-.................... President, Asbury College
William M. Kepiper, A. M..................... Pr~sident, ~almer College
Neal Anderson, D. D.
James P. Faulkner ............................ Secretary, Raoul Foundation
Col. E. W. Halford, U. S. A.
Rev. Mabel Quam-Stevens

G. E. Currier, _A. M. (Banking)
C. F. Allen, A. B. (Banking)

;,
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GENERAL IN~ORMATION
Loe~tiori and Envir.onm,el)t

The City of Winter · Park, the se·a t of Rollins .Coll~ge, · is·
located on the main li'ne of the Athmtic Coast -Line Railway .
one hund.red and f~rty-two miles · south of .- Jacksop.ville· ~nd
ninety~six miles northeast of Tampa. It · i~ · within .:four ·niile~s
of the City of Orlando and connected with the latter :nietr'opolis·
by an excellent brick-paved road. ·
enviable repµtation as . _o ne of the most
. · Winter Park has
delightful, healthful and progressive communities in th~- state.
It is situated in the high pine region of South ·CentraJ Florida,
amidst the orange groves, lakes and . subtropical . forests. ·- It
ramble8 ·around the most •beautiful lakes of .the state,. practically · every street either terminates in a lake · or_encircles one.
The City of Orlando, Winter Park's: big twin sister near
by, has over a dozen lakes within . its borders,· about' which . its
beautiful homes and institutions are built~ Orange Count.y
has over · a thousand lakes and Rollins is in the midst .o-f them
all bordered by the luxuriant subtropical vegetation and popu- .
lated by the · abundant .tropical wild life, of fish, alligators;
turtle.s, herons, etc. Fish and game are abundant ' through this
high region. Great Lake Apopka, ·regarded as the best ·fishing..
lake in Florida, lies a little .west of Wihter _- Park and Orlando. ..
The mild, ' dry winter climate, and rare ·frosts, make p0S"sible an all-year-around out door life with .continubus exercis~
in land and water ·sports that insures vigorous health.
Stormy or cloudy weather is of rare -0ccurr-e nce and of short
duratio·n.- The .almost unbroken continuity of· days _of sunshine
makes "colds" and other health depleting epidemic diseases
the respiratory organs almost a negligible quantity...
Young people subject to the above ailments·,.·~nd those lack\ng in vitality ·for the best physical development~ here mature ,
' so~nd~ vigorous bodies 'and lay the foundation ,£or the strong..
constitutions and good health essenti~l
physical well~beirig_·
and success in later life. ,
· The civic and social .environment _o f .the college · com~U:~ity . ·
is in . keeping with its .unique physical adya;iltages and scenic _
lo.cation. . The town is noted for its clea:ri·, 'brick~pa.ved~ · ·oak~
. shaded · stre.e ts, attractive re$i,dences, . well.:kept· gr(iunds . and _. ·
parks; its lip-to-date public buildings inclt~de· th:e _public" school,·.
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banks, Woman's Club, Men's Club, churches, etc~ There is also
a country- club with an eighteen-hole golf links, considered
among the · best in the state. · Great beautiful hotels occupy
·scenic locations . around the . lakes which preserve their wild ·
nature and wonderful vegetation.
Winter Park has the nnest of pure water, a sanitary·: sewer
system and the whole region is entirely free from malaria.
Many noted authors -and eminent men from all over Ainerica have their winter homes here and the winter season is
crowded with lectures, concerts and •other interesting affairs ofthe highest quality.

THE CAMPUS
The Campus, consisting of twenty-five acres, well-shaded
by pines and oaks, skirts the north shore of Lake Virginia for
nearly half . a mile, affording excellent athletic grounds, -bathing and boating facilities. Water is supplied to all parts of
th~ campus from a large Kewanee tank . and well-equipped
pumping station.
Buildings. There are nine principal buildings on the campus,
viz:
Carnegie Hall, containing the Library, Administration
Offices and several class rooms.
• Knowles Hall, containing the Chapel, Laboratori,e s, Thomas
R. Baker Museum and Recitation Rooms.
Chase Hall, a beautiful -and modern men's dormitory~
Lyman Gymnasium with running track and adequate apparatus.
·
Cloverleaf, a fine three . wing dormitory for women.
Lakeside, anoth~r women's dormitory.
Pinehurst, the home of the Conservatory of Music containing studios, practice rooms and offices.
The Commons, or· general dining hall. ·
The Art Studio, a ~mall _,building devoted to studios a_n d
various types of Art work and _instruction.
These buildings are all along the heights around Lake Virginia · where they get the lake views and breezes.
Besides .these are Sparrell Cottage and the fraternity and
sorority houses in the · south side of the town. ·

-
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THE LIBRARY

The - Library · contains abo_u t 7,000 volu~es sel_e cted · ap..d
arranged for student ' class work,. all classuie-d· according to -the
Dewey. Decim~l system . . It · is also, a · designated Depository ·
of all the government publications ·which · are·-'-classified · and
shelved for use. T-he principal aim of the . Library . is to build
up a ·body of boo~s for the special use of · e-ach_. depart~e:nt, so
as to supply the newest material for immediate . class work.
The great study hall of the Library is open from. 8:00 a. m.
until 9 :45 p. m. on every day except Sunday.
ORGANIZATION -OF THE COLLEGE

- The College was organized under the Florida .statutes on
April 28, 1885, as an independent institution. It~ trustees . are
a self-perpetuating body, the only qualification for riieinher..:·
ship ·being that -th:re·e-fourths of its members _·shall be· members
of some evangelicai church or churches. The Presid_e nt of theColl€ge, who is ex-officio a member of the b~~rd, shall · also
be a member -of some evangelical church. Though there is no _
organic ·· relation between the college 'and any · church, it is
officially . endorsed both by the Congregational . Educational
Society of Boston, and by the College Board of the _P resbyterian _Church in the U. S. A., · of New York City.
Bequests. · A suitable form of bequest is ·sometimes desired .
by ·those who, while they cannot give largely during their .
lives~ wish that their property ~ay ultimately ·b~ used for the
upbuilding of such institutions as Rollins College. To such
the following_form is ~uggested: "I agree,_· dev_is~ ·and bequeath
to Rollins College, a corporation, of Winter Park, Florida, ·f or
the use and benefit of said College ________________________________________---~----------

..
- .. .. ····--------·--·----·---- .-·--·-·----·-··---·--·-- .--- .-----""'·. ---·-- .------· . ............................ . "
If real estate. is to be conveyed,. a full _legal des·c ription .of ·
such property should . be given. If . it i~ . desired th~t the gift
be kept ·as permanent endowment, that purpose· should - be
stated. Any specific use to be made -of such .gift -or. any designation of the :r iame by' which a . memorial fun9:. ls- to be· known ·
can readily be indicated · by the giver: For information with
regar_d to any ~f these m.a tters, address the President of -·the
College.

-·- ...
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THE THOMAS · R. BAKER MUSEUM

The Museum occupies a large .p art of the. second- floor of
Knowles Hall and -contains a valuable collection of specimens
which are of great · use in the academic equipment of the College. Since its fotinda~ion Dr. Thomas R. Baker, ProfessorEmeritus, Ph. D., has been in charge of the Museum and with ·
him as director it has b~en given his name.
deserves the
highest credit and co-operation o·n the · par,t of all students,
alumni and friends ·of the College, because of his continued
devotion and years of self sacrificing effort in the inte·r est of
the various collections of the Museum. Any persons having
material or knowing where such is -located, which may be obtained for these colle-ctiohs are urgently requested to notify
· Dr. Baker with a view to his taking steps for securing. it. The
Museu~ now contains over 10,000 sp.e cimens. Recent additions
and contributions have been made by the follo\ving people:
Mrs. C. L. Sniith, Mr. ·Horace Engle, Mr. and Mrs. R.. Dhu
McDonald, Mr. Henry Banks, Mrs . . Mary Bell, H_ W. · Barnum,
Mrs. S. R. Hudson, Mrs. Ge~rge L. Dyer, Mr. W. !l. ·Johnston,
Mr. Hiram Powers, Mrs. Girard Denning, Dr. C. E. Coffin,
Mrs. James MacGlashan, Mr. C. Darwin Preston, Mrs. E. G..
Preston, Miss A. C. Kendall, Richard Potter,. R. N. Seymour,
Dr. Thos. R. Baker and Mrs~ T. R. Baker, Rev. R. · R. Kendall
(lately deceased), A. F. Shreve, Mrs. L. W. Priest, Miss A. Z.
Baker, Ciarence B. Chubb, George S. D~nning, ·Grace 0 . .Edwards, Walter Schultz, Col. A. E. Dick and Lawrence 8. Chubb. ·

He

The various _articles an~ specimens given to tb-e-Museum by
the people named above are too numerous to mentio.Ii ·in the
.catalog, but the College is very ·g rateful to all of these men
and women for their . interest in building up the col_lectfon ana
wishes to h:ivite others to help keep the collections growing in
. usefulness.
The Alumni Association voted at its last meeting to make a
yearly payment for the progressive upkeep of the Museum
and this kind_ly act will be of gr~at benefit.
Among the special collections in the library are: The
Irene Sims Memorial French Library, the Theodore L. Day
collection theological) · and the Myron A. Munson · (Literary
and Scientific). The last mentioned was donated this•· current
year.

.-
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of

The . Co-operative Sto~e. Under the· mai)ag~ment'
the
Business · Department1 a . student 1;tore, ''The· Co'."'op," ..patterned
after the Harvard University store, 1s run lor . the ~on'venie.nc~ ·
and ·profit of . the student body. The variou.s ·things ·_ which ·.
students buy are kept, including athletic goods, pe~ants, :.
stationery, books . and ~lassroom supplies, and . foo~s ·£or ·picnics. The marginal profit made is turned over to ·the treas·u ry
of the Students' Association and is applied· to · student activities.
In addition to providing a place . at which ..stud~nts may
conveniently do their campus "shopping," ,t he ·. "Co-ol}'" is. used
by the Business Department . to _ illustrate the princip~es 9f
bookkeeping and business methods taught in the classroom.
The Alumni Association. The Alumni .. .Association was.
founded in . 1893 ·by Miss Clara Louise Guild, A.. M.~ f1rst grad-:
mite of Rollins College, and has been doing , much sin~e that
time to extend the influence of Florida's old.e st institution of
higher learning.
The Association is at present devoting. its efforts to building up · Thomas R. Baker Museum · in cooperation with - Dr.
Baker.
The Association has one representative. on the Board of
Trustees. The present Alumni trustee is $upt~ · T. w·~Lawton,
'03, of Sanford.
·
The annual meeting of the Associat_ion takes p_lace on-Alumni Day · of Founder's Week in · February~ 'fhe ·present officers
· are: . Harold J . Hill, i20, of Maitland, President; · Miss Mary
L. Branham, 'li, of . Orlando, •vice-Pres1dent.; . Miss _S.usan T.
Gladwin, '99, of Winter Park~ Secretary; Miss --Ada McKnight, .
'19, .of Orlando,' Treasurer~ Executive Committee: · Mr. · A; · J.
Hanna, '17, of Winter -Park; Miss Eva . McQuarters, . '.11, of
Orlando; Miss Sara Muriel, '18, of ·Sanford.THE B'ACHELLER PRIZE CONTEST
.

.

Th€ High School S.e_n ior students of Florida are :invited to
come to _. RoHins during Founder's Week and .· deliver original
orations ·in competition · for the prizes o_ffere'd· ·.b y · Mr. Irving
Bacheller. The orations:.are all sent in -t o a ·boar.<f-of judges ·a·n d
t.he authors of the best o.n es ·are called to:.· Rollins· to· deliver
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them. This contest constitutes one of the. best occasions of the
-· year.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
The Student Association. Upon registration a student automatically becomes a member of the Student Associ~tion which
controls all student enterprises. All questions connected with
these activities, before being · presented to th~ · Association,
must first be approved by the Executive Committee of - the
Association which is composed of representatives from the
student body and faculty. The following activities are included
in this Association.
·
Athletics. Major and minor sports are under . the control
of the Athletic Council, composed of representatives from the
student body, faculty and alumni; inter-collegiate schedules are
arranged in football, basketball, baseball and women's basketball. Women students have an expert Physical Director for their
sports with special ·instructors for swimming and water sports.
The College features . the aesthetic type of sports for women
rather than the muscular, because this leads to womanly health,
grace and happiness.

WATER SPORTS AND MEETS
Rollins is perfectly. located for water sports · and these take
a large place in the activities of the campus.
The Florida State °Interscholastic Meet is held annually off
the shores of the campus.
In September 1922 (1st and 2~d) the Southeastern Amateur Ath~etic Union will hold its meet for- the Southeastern
States at Rollins. At the · Florida State Meet twenty-four
silver · cups will be given to the variou·s victors.
- The providing of these cups is especially ·due to the efforts ·
of ·Mr. Henry Kart and Mr. M-. J. Da~twyler. Other contrib. utors for the cups who have greatly assisted in making the
Meet possible are:
D. K. Dickinson
H. W. Caldwell
Marguerite · Hamilton -Kart
Franklin 0. King
Olrando Rotary Club .
Evans~Rex Drug Co.
Winter Park Land Co.

Orlando Lions Club
Winter Park Business Men's
Club
Winter Park Plumbing Co.
Ralph Lucius
R. F. Leedy
Roy Symes
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Winter Park Pha_rmacy
A. Schultz
W. H. Schultz
Greenleaf & Crosby Co., JackStandard Auto Co.
sonville
Superior Nurseries
Union State Bank
F. W . . Shepherd
Bank of Winter Park
Winter Park Auto Co.
Orlando Chamber of Commerce
Dr. Edward Lippincott
The Florida State Interscholastic Baseball Championship
Meet is scheduled to come to Rollins . .
Mr. W. W. Rose of Winter Park has donated the Championship Cup which will be competed for the first time in May,
1922.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

The government ~f every college campus · should be based
on the common principles of citizenship; self government and
responsibility. For this purpose the Rollins student body is
governed under the following system:
(1). A student ser:iate composed of both men and women
representatives from all the important interests on the campus;
(2). A men's student council and
( 3). A women's student council.
These bodies · cooperate with the- advice of a Faculty Com•
. mittee in making and enforcing the regulations of the ·campus;
Each dormitory, fraternity or sorority' house · has it~ own.
internal .organization for self government in so far as they
do n<;>t conflict with the general · regulations.
Sandspur. This is the weekly newspaper published by the
. students during the college year. The editors are. elected by a
board consisting of the existing editorial staff together . :with
t~ree ·members of the faculty who act in an advis.o ry capac_ity.
The editorial conduct of the papers is in the h_ands of the editor
and his associates 1 who are responsible for · its policy. This
paper was established _-in 1894.
Delphic Society. · This organization is maintained for the ·
purpose of promoting dramatics, . debating and .c_u ltivating the
taste for music and literature. I.ts membership. includes. both .
young men and young women. Under the direction of the
Advisory Board on Lectures and the Director_of the Conservatory, nationally prominent lecturers and concert artists are
brought to Winter Park.
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' Other Organizations. Other organizations which are a part
of the · Association are: Y. M. C. · A. and Y. W. C. A. These
organizations are the centers of the religious ·life . of the students. Devotional services are held each Tuesday evening. Occasionally union services are held. The Y. W. C. A. ·a p.nually
gives a holiday bazaar, the proceeds of which are donated to
the West Tampa Mission, founded by a Rollins alumnus, the
Rev. Fred P. Ensminger. Funds are also raised with which to
send. delegates to the Southern Student Conference at Blue
Ridge, N. C.
'J;omokan. This is the college year book, picturing · the
· work. It is published from time to time on a· subscription
basis.
Glee and Other Musical Clubs and Orchestra. · The work of
these organizations is under the direction of the Qonservatory
of Music. · Several concerts are given in Winter Park and
other Florida cities.
Pan-Hellenic Association. · This association is composed of
the following Greek-letter societies for women: Kappa Epsilon
(1902); Sigma Phi (1920) and Pi Omega (1921).
Inter-Fraternity Council. This organization .is composed of
te following fraternities: Phi · Alpha (1903), Alpha Alpha ·
(1913), and Tau Lambda Delta (1921).
CHRISTIAN EDUCATiON
Rollins students are required to . attend religious exercises
in Chapel five times during each week and to atten.d c1 regular
church service on Sunday. Rollins does not teach relig:ious
dogma, but endeavors to maintain a wholesome religio,u s. atmosphere anq •w ork for the development of Christian character by
means of the Y. M. C. A., Y. W. C. A., special speakers at
chapel, a strong college evangelist· each year, the teaching of
Christian philosophy and ideals in the class rooms, and required Bible c·o urses. ·
It is the special effort of the Faculty that .principles of
justice, square dealing. and Christian manhood should permeate
the athletic and sporting activities of -the student body. All
athletic managers ·are instructed and urged to build up this
spirit of righteousness in the conduct of their various · enter. prises.
Bible study of both .Old and New Testaments · is required
of all .graduates through two years.

,.
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Besides these courses in Bible there ·have recently -been extablished courses in the History of Religions and the History
of Christianity.
·
Books wante.d in Religions . and Christianity:
Modern b~oks are · wanted in these subjects and a·n y friend
of · the College having such which he would donate is .:reque_sted
to communicate with the Librarian on the subject.
THE CHAPEL ASSOCIATION

The Chapel Association, of which Mr. -Irving Bacheller is
President~ has brought to the College Chapel· on Sunday evenings throughout the year many of the most eminent- men of ·
the ·country ·in Religious, Literary, ·Philanthropic, Journalistic
and other active lines of work. The plans of the Association
are more extensive and · interesting for 1922-23.
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THE COLLEGE
Admission and Credentials

Candidates for admission to the College should present the
following credentials:
1. Testimonials of good character.
Such testimonials
should, wh~n obtainable, be from the principal of the secondary
school from which the candidate has been _graduated- and from
the pastor of the church which p.e or she habitually attends.
· 2. A certificate or diploma, or a certified copy of it, showing the graduation _o f the candidate . from an approved secondary schooL
3. -A transcript, properly certified, showing t~e subjects
studied and the grade obtained in each. This transcript should
show the number of weeks during which each subject has been
studied, the number' of recitation periods per - week and the
length of the period. The College will furnish blaI1ks for this
transcript if desired. Students desiring the College to do this
should notify the · registrar in advance of the opening of the
College.
Note-Students unable to present credentials, Nos. 2 and
3, must take an examination in the required subjects.·
4. Matters of discipline, rules, regulations, etc., are determined by the proper · college authorities. Continued neglect
of studies, continued ignoring of college regul:;i.tions, or persistent conduct pre.judicial to the moral welfare of the college will
be considered sufficient ground for severing a student's connection with the institution after due admonition.
Advanced Standing. A candidate for advanced standing in
the college must submit a transcript from the records -of a col-lege of rank equal to that of Rollins, ·showing satisfactory
grades in the subjects for which credit is desired. Such students must also bring · testimonials with regard to their good
moral character.
Advanced standing m~y also be obtained by examination
in the subjects for which credit is desired.
Entrance Requirements. Fifteen units of work satisfactorily completed are required for admiss~on to the college. The
greater part of ·this work must be in subjeets specified below.
Properly certified credentials, as indicated below, •showing the
completion of the required number of units of ;.ork in a standardized secondary school, will admit a student to the college
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without examinations.
The following definition of a "unit" as agreed upon in a
conference between the Carnegie Foundation for . the Adv~ncement . of Teachin·g and the National Committee on Staridard3 .
of Colleges and Secondary S~hools is· the one a;ccepted by the ·
college and is used in this catalog: "A unit represents a year'i;,
. study in any subject in a secondary school constituting approximately a quarter of a full year's · work."
·
In making this definition, it is ' assumed that the · school
year is not Jess · than thirty weeks, and that the recitation perfods · are · not less than forty minutes long.
Admission · by Examinations. · Candidates . for admission ·to
the Freshnien Class who do not bring acceptable ·certificates or
diplomas may be admitted . by an exa-m ination in any or all
subjects. These examinations ·may be taken on the- ·day pre:ceding Comme.n cement in June or -on the day preceding registration in September.
.,
The -subjects required for admission and the number of
units in each are . shown in the following tables:
Language:
Latin
Greek
German, or · French, or Spanish ... ·- ···· --· ············-··-·······-··· 2 ·
English ··········-······,·-···-·······-············· ······-···-···-·············-'···-·· 3
Mathematics ·············--··- ---·- ··--· ·········· --- ··· -· ·-··· ········· -··--············-·····~ 2%
History and Civics ..... .. .. ·······-·····-.. -·· ···-· ·-··· ·--· ·····---·••·······-··· ········ 2
·Science ......................... .... .. ·: ·· ···-·······- ····-·· -······ ··················· ······~··· 1
Electives ............ ... .... _.. .......··-...... .......... ._... _............. _.. .. .. .... .. ...... ..... 4.½
Total . ··"····••.•·······································································-'····· 15
Note-Not less than two units must be presented in an:v .
language for which credit is. desired.
Enfrance with Conditions. Candidates who lack the required number of units may be admitted as conditional students
provid.e d the deficiency be· not more than two untts·. · Su.ch <!onditions must be removed by the end of the · Sophomore ·year.
No student shall · be permitted to enter ·upon the work · of the ·
Junior year until all such conditions have been removed.
·
. Registration. ·E very student niust register at the appointed
off ice before entering any class. Registrations . after the reg:..
ular day appointed for such will cost two dollars extra.
All students, · unless excused by the Dean t'or. adeq~ate ·reasons, must register for a mi mi mum of fifteen hours:

ROLLINS COLLEGE
SPECIA.L STUDENTS
Students who can fulfill the College entrance requirements
and who wish ·to pursue special co-qrses of study; without being
candidates· for ,degrees, may be admitted to classes for which
they are adequately prepared. The organization of special
classes for such students cannot be promised, but when enough
candidates appear to justify such action it might be done.
TJ}e College does not wish to encourage the registration of
special students but will accommodate . a limited number of
them to meet the needs of important cases and the necessities
of the community as far as it is not inconsistent with the
fundamental purposes of the College ..
The admission and control of special students in academic
matters rest entirely with the Dean and the Scholarship Committee.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
!St

The College plans to require regular physical exercis·e s for
all students. The college student should :finish his course of
study in the finest possible physical con5lition after four years
of regular training along with hjs• academic work. ·
The general plan is to have all ' students work ·o ut their
physical requirements in open air games, except in cases
where special coTrective exercises m ay be necessary in the
Gymnasium.
·
Open air activities can be carried on throughout the year
almost absolutely without interruption by the weather.
Rollins especially features water sports in which ·she _has
unexcelled facilities for swimming, sailing, · canoeing, aqua)_planing. All of the college land sports are played in their
seasons.
WOME.N AND ATHLETICS
Rollins women are all required to learn to swim . 50 yards,
then they can enter the canoes and be trusted on the lakes,
and go into water sports in general. Rollins does not 'believe
much in the heavy type of athletics for women, such as basketball, jumping, etc., but she encourages aesthetic and _musical
exercises which promote grace, carriage, cheerfulness and
womanly health, rather than muscular stre~gth ~ and stunts.
All students are given physical examinations l:mt ghb arc
most thoroughly examined by a~ expert director and an exper-

~
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ienced ·pysician and given corrective exercises according -to
their individual needs. · A trained and experienced expert .is in
charge of this work.

GRADUATION, DEGREES, GENE·RAL REQUIREMENTS

~

For the regular Liberal Arts studies, the College ordinarily
confers · only the Bach el.o r of Arts degree, but the ~achelor of
Science may be conferred up.on those who have shown unusual
excellence and intensive study in scientific work.
Req'!irements for the Degree of Bachelor . of Arts.. This
degree will be conferred upon students· who complete satsifactorily 128 sem~ster hours according to the prescribed- courses
and · who satfafy all other requirements of the . College. The
candidate for a degree must meet the · requirements of · his selected major group of studies.
·
The work for a degree is planned for four full years of
study, and has a prerequisite of four years of -secondary scho·o1
work or its equivalent. Students of rare ability who can make
such high marks as to permit of constant over registration
may shorten this time a little, but such an accomplishment is. ·
rarely done and is not encouraged, . unless the circumstances
fully justify it.
Re,iuirements for the Degree of Bachelor of Science. The ·
Bachelor of Science course is made up for those students who
wish to concentrate upon. science.
The language requirements for the B. S. degree will be de- termined in each case by the major instr uctor. ·. The candidate
:u st major in some branch of science and fulfill the requirements of {lis major department accordingly.
Requirement s for the Degree of Bachelor of Music~ The
degree of Bachelor of Music is conferred by Rollins ·College
upon completion of four -years' work iri practical and theoreti:
ca1 music with related collegiate courses. ·
·
·
For this degree two courses may· be followed (a) the Artist · ·
Course, which majors in vioce or instrument and prep~res the ··
student for -concert work,_or teaching, and (b) the .Public School
Music Course, which prepares the student for the work. of Puhlic School · Music Supervisor.

'
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Degree of Master of Arts: The Master's degree has been
conferred in the past upon a very · few individuals who · have
done advanced work of an unusual quality. The College does
not seek graduate students and only those who can find here
especially the material for Post-graduate study of an intensive
character are accepted. The Master's degree will be · granted
only on . the completion of one full year's work in residence, the ·
candidate_passing the courses with an average· of 90 per cent
or above, · and the preparation of a thesis giving evidence of
thorough research in some chosen and acce~ted · subject.
Anyone desiring to undertake such advanced work sho-µld
c·o nfer directly with the Dean for special consideration of his
case.
Residence Study. Any student seeking a degree of •any
kind from Rollins must put in one full year of residence study
at Rollins. Full credit will be given to work .done in other institutions of an equal grade with Rollins but no more than
three years _of such can count towards a Bachelor's degree.
General Requirements for Degrees. The amount of work
required of candidates for the baccalaureate degree is measured
by semester hours. A semester hour is one sixty-minute period
of work per week throughout one semester. The requirement of
candidates for a degree are sixteen such hours per .semester,
or one hundred and twenty-eight semester hours ·of satisfactory
work as ·a prerequisite for graduation. Credit for not more
than thirty-six semester hours may, at the discretion of the
faculty, be allowed . for work done in the "Conservatory of
-Music."
All candidates for degrees must complete. th<? required
courses of study to the satisfaction of the Faculty; must maintain that standard of morality and character which is consistent with the ideals of Rollins, must have a minimum of one fuil
year of residence ·study at the College, and must have satisfied
all other college requirements including the payment of all
semester bills.
Such candidates must have a working knowledge of one
or more foreign languages according to the specifications and
plans of his major requirements.
·
No student will be permitted to carry more than eighteen
sem~ster hours of -work at one time without permission of the

·,
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f essional courses will be governed•by the regulation~ and needs
of that work. In general, students are not permitted to . r~gister for more than the regular number of se~ester hours unless_
they have made -in the previous year an average ·of more · than
eighty in all subjects, and have. failed . in n<?ne.
Major Groups of Study. Candidates for degrees are each .
required to complete a major group of studi_e s of not less than · ·
twenty-four semester hours of work, not including the required :
courses of the ·Freshman year, along some selected line in
which the College is well-equipped with facilities and instructors.
The candidate's major work is done under the direction and
advice of a major instructor who advises a~d assists in making up the group of closely related courses which will lead to
the purpose desired by the student. The major · course · of a
candidate should be reported by the maj_or . instructor to the
Scholarship Committee and ratified by ·it. . ·

The principal fields in which majors can be made u_p are:·
Business Administration
·Chemistry · ·
(a) Professional and Cost Accounting.
(b) Business Finance, · or,
(c) Transportation.
Economics and Finance
Biology
English · and American Lit.
Mathematics
Philosophy and Bible .
Modern Languages
Domestic . Science
History
concentrating on
. .
The catalog cannot _. specify Ill detail of what _c ourses major .
groups can consist, but the group is made up under the· direction of the major instructor according to the needs a~d ·objects
of the student. Some major groups may require more· than
the minimum twenty-four semester hours, if in the judgmerit
of the major instructor and the Scholarship Committee more
hours are necessary for an adequate rounding up · of ·the major
subject .
.A major taken in the Department of Business· Administration requires an extra number •of credit hours -arid is. govern~d
by the regulations of that department. · , · .
·
Major ·groups of . study ·should be selected not later than the
beginning of the Junior year, and in some majors it is of great
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advantage to make the selection and plan the work earlier than
that time. Adequate assistance will be given by the Dean and
Advisors to aid them in settling these questions.

GREAT OBJECTS OF A COLLEGE COURSE
The obje~ts in vievv of a course of study in college ate in
general:
1. Self development and self realization of . the individual,
the training of the talents and the fulfillment of the· personal
possibilities . which are given to every student by the Creator.
2. Preparation for getting a living, t he aquis_ition cf th:l:
basic knowledge which will enable the student to succeed in
the practical affairs of life and to develoµ efficiency and power
to attain supremacy in his li fe's wor k.
3. Preparation for citizenship and training in self govbrnment \Vhich will enable the college graduate to be a leader in
the civic, p oli tical a11d social pi·ogr2 s s of his day and to C3.rry
t he load of public duties and responsibility for his fellowmen .
4. The cultural life and an appreciation of art, music, literature, philosophy and history, of the past and present, which
will enable the college graduate to know and enjoy the greatest
thoughts and feelings of his race.
5. Inspiration for that en'.lightened religious and Christian
life which will empower the college graduate to realize those
ideals of the ·Bible and Sonship with God that con.s titute the
Christian's hope of immortality.
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COURSES OF STUDY AND ~EQUIREMENTS FOR
GRADUATION
Language. The general principle of the ·College is to requ fre every candidate for ·the A. B. degree to have acquired a ·,,
working knowledge of some one foreign language. . The amount
of ~tudy nece·s sary for such a "working knowledge" would ordi...:
.narily be three years, but the -c ondition of the student's !lationality,, family or- previous experie:qce might provide the required
acco"h1pli3hmcnt with less regular class work. The· College·
wishe.1 to stress the effective . accomplishment ma~e in a lan- ·
guage rather than a stated amount of study . .. Whene, er the
head o ( the department in which the student is taking his language ~ports t hat he ·has acquired a practical and "working
knowle,ige" of the chosen language, his reQuirements in that
regard &re fulfilled.

VARlOUS LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS S.UGGESTED
FOR FRESHl\1EN
1. Students entering with two years of one mJdern ls.nguage, trike _a minimum of one year of the language in: -college.
2. Those- entering with two years each of more- than one
modern l,mguag2, take one _year of one of them in college.
3. Those entering with two years of Latin, and no modern
language, take one year of L atin or two years · of a modern
language, according to the re~ommendations of the scholarship
committee.
4. Those entering with three years of a foreign language,
are relieved of further foreign language requirements on · the
recommendation· of the scholarship committee.
These suggestions an~ . subject to the standards explain~d
above.

REQUIRED A~D ELECTIVE STUDIES
Freshman Year
Ancient or Modern Languages ........................... ~ ......·..
English ............................ ···-···· ...................................... .
Mathematics or Ancient Language ........................... .
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History ---·•·.······ ······-··· .... ........_..... ......_.. .............. ... ... ..... .
Bible or a Science.·-········-······-·················-·················· ··:
( Chemistry, Physics or Biology)
Physical Culture and -Public Speaking ·············· ·· ····-16-18 hours

Sophomore Year
Language, if necessary to fulfill the requirements
English --···············••····••················· ···· ······ ··· ······················
History ... ..... .. .......................·........ .. .... .. ..................·.........
Science -- ····-·····-··················· ···········································Electives, under direction of advisor 3, · or
Physical Culture and Public Speaking ....... : ....·....... :.
Bible, if necessar y.............................. .. . .... ... ... ............
16~18 hours

Junior Year ·
Bible, if necessary ...·,· ·········-····························· ··· ···········
Economics ·········-··~················ ······· ........... .... ..... .......... ...·..
Psychology and Ethics ............ ....... .......... :............ .·....~ ..
Electives, under direction of advisor .... ............ .......... ·
Physical Culture ........................................................... .
16-18 hours

Senior Year
*Social Institutions· and Problems ........................... .
Physical Culture ····· ····-············-···· ··························· ···~-·
Electives ·-· ...................... ·-··· ........... .··-·-··. ·-··......... -------·-··
16-18 hour~
*If not a.ready elected.

Any deviation from this curriculum can be made only on
approval of the Committee on Courses and Credits . . The Committee is ready to give consideration and advice . to any students that may be under unusual circumstances.
Four semester hours of Bible are . required . of all students
before the beginning of the Junior ye~r.
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PRE-PROFESSIONAL COURSES
Preparation for . Law. . The best legal opinion .recommends
as a prep~ration for the ,study . of law _the broadest cultur~l
education, recognizing that the successful lawyer ·must be able ·
to · look at his problems from every point of view~ and that he
· must know where to . go ..for special inf_o rma tion on a larg-e .
variety of subjects. Technical legal training can best' be given
in a Law School, but the student of Law. should come to -·t his
training with the broadest. possible foundation in general
knowledge. _This is recgnized by the requirement, now in force
in the leading Law Schools in the United States, which demand
for admissi_o n a college degree.
Those who do not care to take a full _college course before
entering law school will find at Rollins the following pre-law
course _ of two years which gives the subjects most .essential
for a prospective lawyer.

·,.

PRE-LAW COURSE
Two Years

First Year
EngIish ........................................................................... .
Latin, if not previously taken ........ ·-·~-·-·····················
History ............................................................... ............ .
Science ............. .·· -............................................................ .
Government ................................ ~-............ :..................... .
Economics and Finance ............................................... .
Physical Culture and Public Speaking... ~ ................. .
·18 to 20 hours

Second Year
Psychology ..................... ............. ·-··································
History ........................................................................... .
Economics, Labor Problems ......................................... .
Socio1ogy .... ··-................................ ···-................ ....... -..... .
Bible ...................... ·......................... -................................ .
Elective .............................................. .••·-········-···············
Physical Culture and ];>ublic Spe~king.................... ~ ..
18 to·20 hours
. . Preparation for Medicine. The principle . of some. college
training as a preparation for Medicine has :been established not
only by action of the Medical Schools, but also · by statute in

. .:

....

__
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many states. A course of two years is regarded by the best
med-ical opinion as only a minimum for admission, ·a nd the
prospective student of Medicine is recommendeci strongly to
take his college degree in the regular four-year course .

. PRE-MEDICAL COURSE
Two Years

First Year
English
Chemistry .............. ........................................................ .. .
Physics
Biology
French or German ........................... .............................. .
Elective .............................·...............~ ..................... ~ ........ .
Physical Culture and Public Speaking ....................... .
18 to 20 hours
Second Year
Chemistry-organic ............ ............ ............. .................. .
Chemistry (.q ual.-anal.) .................... ...................·........ .
Bacteriology ......................... ........................... ·....... :....... .
French or German ... .................................................... ...
Elective ......................... .................................................. .
Physical Culture .................................... ........................
18 to 20 hours
Preparation for Engineerin.g . A similar recognition of the
necessity for broader education as a preparation for the technical study of applied sciences has led to the arrangement of
courses in Arts and Science, extending over a period of two or
four years, to meet the needs of students who intend to enter
engineering schools later. The work of these courses will vary
with the ta~t~s of the student, and will in part be determined
. by the particular school which the student proposes to enter.
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A SUGGESTED .PRE--E NGINEERING COURSE .
Two ·Y ears .

First Year
English .................................................................... ..... ....
College Algebra and Trigonometry.... . . ... .. .. . .. ... ..
Mechanical Drawing ..... ... .... .............. .... ..........
Physics .............................. ...... ..... ________ ____ ....... -- ··- -· -- _...
Modern · Language ······································· ···-··· . ... ...
Physical Education and Public Speaking ..... :•···········
18 to 20 hours
Second Year
Integral . Calculus, Analytical Geometry: I, Differer;itial Calculus and Analytical Geometry IL ...... .
· Chemistry ..... ,...... .... ............. .... ... .········'············~· ··.··········
Modern Language . ......................... ,.............. ~ ... :............ .
Surveying ....................... :............................... :............... .
.Elective .............................................................. .. ........ ·...
Physical Education and Public Speaking ............ ... .
18 to 20 hours
Preparation for Teaching. By combining with the · course
in Arts and Science certain professional stµdies as Psychology,
·Logic, Ethics, History of Education, Principles of Teaching,: .
etc., · degree graduates of Rollins College may; . unde·r the ·provisions of Chapter 7373, Sections 1 and 2, of · the · 1aws enacted
by the state legislature. in 1917, obtain state certifica~es without further examination ·and without . meeting any other con9,i-:
· tions provided their general averages are of a. sufficiently high
order. Such candidates will naturally select, as their major,
the subject which they are intending. to teach.
·
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·DEPARTMENTS AND· DESCRIPTIONS OF COURSES
ART

It is the aim of this department to give its students a
thorough and practical knowledge of the principles of art. The
_courses offered are~ History of art, design, interior decoration,
commercial illustration, free hand drawing and perspective;
The climate permits of out-of-door sketching, and furnishes
flowers and other · natural· materials all winter.

COURSES OF STUDY

l-2.

History of Art. : The first year is devoted to architecture; Primitive and Pre-historic, Egyptian, ·chaldaean, Assy-:
rian, Persian, Syrian, J e--wish, Greek, Roman, Early Christian,
Bysantive, Mohammedan, Early Mediaeval, Gothic, Renaissance, the Classic Revivals in Europe, recent archi_tectur.e in
Europe and in the United States, Oriental India, . China, Japan, "-Text Book, Hamlin's "A History of Architecture." Credit 2.2
hours.
The second year is devoted to painting: Egyptian, ChaldaesAssyrian, Persian, Phoenician, Greek, Etruscan, Romari, -Italian;•
French, Spanish, Flemish, Dutch 1 German, British, American.
Text Book, Van Dyke's "A History of Paintin'g .'; Credit, 2.2 ·
hours.
3. Design. First Semester. A thorough training in the
feeling for proportion, spacing, balance: theory and: fundamental principles in designing units, borders and surface patterns
which are worked out in black and white to afford a careful
study of value~: harmony of line, nature study. Credit, 3 hours.
4. Second Semester. A study of color use of oil and water
color; . designs made and executed for practical articles peculiar
to student's individual needs, ( curtains, table runners, bags,
clothing, etc.) Note bo9k required. Credit, 3 hours.
5. Interior Decoration, First Semester. Study of period
furniture and furnishings; drawings in elevation; color. Credit,
3 hours.
6. Second Semester. Study of period furnishings continued; grouping and _arrangement; perspective drawings. Note
book required. Credit, . 3 hours.
(5-6 A). Lecture on Interior Decoration. Open to all students. Required of those registered in Interior Decoration.

. L- _:.
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Design~ History of A_rt. Note book required. Credit, 1.1· hour.
7-8. Commercial Illustration. Lettering · as an element in.
the design-; subject and technique; studies in advertising;. the
shilouettes. Le~tures on processes; linoleum engraving;. photos tat; line plates, Ben Day, the half tone, sliver pririts, :technique
for black and white illustrations. Note book required·. Credit,_
3.3 hours.
·
9. Free Hand J)rawing and Perspective. First semester,
still life, composition, perspective. Credit, 2 hours.
10. Second Semester. . Out-of-door sketching, study of
growth, technique and advanced perspective. C:redit,-'2 hours.
During the month of November· there will be a short ·course
of eight lessons in the .designing of Greeting Cards. This will
afford the student ample time to make his or her own Christmas
Cards, or · if preferred, sufficient time to have their designs ·
printed. · Open · to all students.
_
11-12. Painting ... Pro_fessor Fluhart. Private lessons are
given or classes formed according ·to the demand· for the . work.
Professor ·F luhart has a gallery of his own pafotings especially
of Florida scenery and has · a broad reputation for \he quality
of his instructions and ·the characteristic beauty of his · work.

COURSE OF STUDY IN INDUSTRIAL. ARTS
1. Metal Work. (a) Jewelry; making by hand of rings, .
pins, pendants, etc., in silver -and · gold and · semi-precious
stones; (b) hammered, pierced and repousse workin brass and
silver.
2. Leather · Work.
Tooling; modelling, and · tinting of
leather for bags and card cases, etc.)
3. Basketry. A course in the manufacture of baskets from
Florida pine needles and wire grass; also tinted reeds in _vari- _
ous weaves.. and coiled raffia ·in India · designs.

BIBLICAL LITERATURE AND -CHRISTIANITY
Professor Dresch
The Old . Testament. This course is devoted to a study ·
of the facts of the historical- books and the poetry, . philosophy _
and prophesies of the other .books, the .purpose·· being to· learn
and understand the Old Testament as it is. Open to all .students
required before Senior - year. Credit, 2 hours. ·
1.
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2. The New Testament. The teachings of Jesus in the four
gospels, his · personality, religion,- ethics- and a review of the
Epistles with the philosophy of the · first . followers of Christ.
The purpose of the ci)urse is to establish a familiarity with the
New Testament and Uie teaching of Jesus. Open to all students.
Required before Senior year. Credit, 2 hours.
3-4. Comparative Study of Religions. ·The course studies
the natural origin of primitive religions, the characteristics and
philosophies -o f tha leading cults, such as Buddhism, Hindufsm,
Mohammedism, .Zorastrianism, etc. The good: and bad features
of each are compared. . Credit, 2.2 hours.. ( Omitted 1922-23).
5-6. . History of Christianity. The first preaehing of Christianity; spread of the Apostolic Church; the Roman period and
the Eastern Church; the Dark Ages; the Reformations and
Revolts; the modern sects and the problems of. Christianity in
recent times; the missionary movements. Open to all students.
Credit, 2.2 hours.
·
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY

Professor Campbell
1. Physiology: Hygiene, Anatomy and Physiology. This
course gives the student a practical knowledge of the structure
and operation, proper management, protection and care of the
human body. It deals with the ways and means of securing
and conserving health; causes of diseases; carriers of disease;
protection against disease. Elective for Freshmen. -First semester. Credit, 3 hours.
·
2. General Biology. A general outline of the ~ubject-; Life;
Growth; Reproduction; Irritability; Elementary Embryology;
Important structural characteristics of· both plants . and ani•
mals; immunity; heredity. Laboratory work is an important
part of the course and consists · of practical work with both
plants and animals. Elective for ·Freshmen. Credit, 3 hours.
Second Semester. Two .r ecitation periods, one laboratory
period per week . . This course should be taken ·by all who plan
to do further ·work in the department. Credit, 3 hours.
-3-4. Zoofogy: · Invertebrate Anatomy. This course gives
the general principles of Zoology, Morphology, Ecology and
General Classification of Invertebrate animals. Instruction is
_given by recitations and laboratory work. It · aims to acquaint
the student with the structure, development and functions of

.
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cells, tissues and . org~ns; the principal groups _of .the- animal
kingdom, their distribution and structure.
First Semester. Two one-hour recitation periods and one
two-hour laboratory period. Credit, 3 hours.
Second Semester. Two-hour laboratory periods and one onehour :recitaticm period. Prerequisite Biolo'gy. . 2~ .. Elective.
Credit, 3 hours.
5-6. Zoology Vertebrate Anatomy. This · course d~als with
vertebrates in much the same manner as Biology _3_4· deals with
invertebrates. Instruction is by means of lectures ·and_l~boratory exercises. Representative animals of the different cl~sses
of Vertebrata are dissected and studied in detail so th~f a comparison of the different form is obtained. This course is ·intended primarily for those who are especially interested in
Biological Science or in the study of Anatomy and Medicine.
Three two-hour periods throughout the year. Elective. Prerequisite Biology 2, 3 and 4. Credit 3.3 hours.
7-8. Microscopic Technique, Histology and -Embryology.
Omitted 1922-23. · Instruction is given by recitations, 'lectures,
and laboratory work~ This .course involves practical work upon
an Invertebrate animal and the differe~t tissues of 'Vertebrates.
The student · becomes acquainted with the important· methods
of fixing_, hardening, staining, dehydrating, clearing, imbedding,
sectioning and mounting objects for microscopic ·study which
acquaints the student with animal · histology.
The study of chicken embryos is an important par~ of this
course.
Three two-hour periods per week through the year. Prerequisites Biology 2-3 and 4. Credit, 3.3 h~urs.
9-10. Bacteriology. A course dealing with the ·preparation
of the important culture media, the transplanting, growth and
identification · of different bacteria. BacteriologJcal analyses
are made of water, milk and foods. Diseases: their cause: and
mode of transmission are studied.
First Semester. Two one-hour recitation periods -and . one
two-hour laboratory ·period per week.
Second Semester. Two two-hour .Iabora tory periods and one
one-hour recitation period. Prer·e quisites Biology 2, 3 and 4.
Credit, 3.3 . hours.

\'.
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DEPARTM~NT OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Professor Hart, Miss Nels on
The world is demanding today men of general _education
and culture with training for efficiency in business. These
men must have not only knowledge of principles and theory
but · training in office practice and methods. .
Rollins has adopted a policy arid developed a department
for meeting this demand for a highly efficient training in
business administration based upon a general collegiate education. Such fun_d amental subjects ·as English,· Economics, Mathematics; History and Sociology are consistently interwoven
with and constitute a background for the technical subjects of
Law, Accounting, Insurance, Banking, Salesmanship, Foreign
Trade and Transportation along with counting room practice.
Class contact with actual business is maintairi.e d by special
lecture courses by active business men and bankers, also by
the _u se of the "Problem" method whereby .the students go out
into actual commercial and industrial enterprises and put_the
class room theory to the practical test.
The increasing modern equipment in Accounting, Transportation, Statistics· and Advertising will soon i:nake the Departmen a great benefit to the state in furnishing industrial surveys, reports, etc., and by turning out students with the latest
methods of efficiency in business administration and off~
practice.
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION COURSES
Students entering this Department must be registered in
the College in the ordinary way.
Some special students may be admitted with consent of the
head · of the Department.
Students graduating from this Department must finish a
total of 138 semester hours, 80 of whjch shall be arranged by
the Department as major work.
Students majoring · in this Department and graduating
therefrom will receive the Degree of Bachelor ·of Arts and a
special diploma from the Department.
OUTLINE OF COURSES
( Courses in b~ackets are not given in 1922-23. Courses
cited with two numbers continue through both First and Second
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1.-2. Elementary Accounting. This course tajces . up the
fundam~ntals of bookkeeping only. Theory of debit and . credit;
use of the four main account mediums; journalizing; posting;
etc. Practice work on given sets of diaries of _events supple- ments the lecture program. Laboratory -p eriods provide for the
solution of actual elementary transactions. Preparation of
statements and study of the basic "types" of bookkeepi_n g records · is especially emphasized. (Required of all first~year stu..;
dents, majoiing in Dept. of Bus. Adm.) Credit 3.3 hour~.
3-4. Constructive Accounting.
(Text, Walton-Hart-Esquerre). · The fundamental concepts of Accounting and analyt~
ical work are taken up. Controlling accounts; classification- of .
.accounts; . consignment accounts; partnership accounts, etc.,.-a re
some of the main topics dealt _with. Prerequis1te, Accounting 2.
Credit, 3.3 ·hours.
· 5-6. Cost Accountin_g. (Texts, Jordan .& Harris). Components of relation to general acco~nting; mechanism. · of cost
control; · orders and symbols; mechanical ., devices used, etc. The
proper recording entries · which tie up the cost · records . with ·
yeneral records; tpyes of systems; burden units and their application.
· ·
.
Concrete cost problems are solved. Reg'iilar · laboratory
work developes actual contact with aU theoretical phases
~ied. Prerequisite, Accounting 3-4. Credit 3.3 hours. .
7. Advanced Accounting. (Texts, Walton-Esquerres · Problems and C. P. A. quiz.) Corporation accounting-; mergers;
consolidations. Trust accounts a.n d the like are . carefully
studied. Prerequisite, Economics i. Credit, 2.2 hours.
work; reserves; depreciation; sinking funds, etc. Credit 2 hours.
8. (Investment · Accounting). 2 -hours.
·
·
9-10. (Auditing). Elective for Seniors only. Prerequisite
Accounting 6 and 8.· 2 hours.
11-12. (Municipal Accounting). Pr~requisite 'Accounting
8. 2 hours. ·
13-14. · (Railway · Accounting). 2 hours.
15-16. (Income Tax Procedure). Prerequisite Aecount1ng
8. 2 hours.,
·
·Required of all students preparing for professio~al or cost
accounting.
1-2.

FINANCE
Elementary Finance. * * Principle and fundamentals ·
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of Credits, · Markets, Organization, Labor· studies; Production,
Distribution, Management and . simila'r topics are caref"?llY
studied. Prerequisite, Economics 1. Credit; 2.2 hours.
3. Corporate Organization and Management. Advantages
Semesters).
and disadvantages of corporate form; Capitalization, Stock and
Bond Issues, Control, •Directors, Charters, By-Laws, Meetings,
Records, Voting Trusts, Promoters, etc. Prerequisite, Econ.
1 and Finance 2. · Credit · 2 hours.
4. Problems in Business Finances. This course . follows
what might be termed the "case method" .·of study. · Actual and
first-hand ·fina11cial problems · are made the basis of study in
such topics as "Beginnings of a Business," "Raising Fixed Capital," "Valuation of Intangibles," ''Expansion and Development," "Customer and Employee Ownership," "Raising Working Capital," "Producing," "Selling," "Adjustments; Bankruptcy," etc. Prerequisite, Finance 3. Text· Lincoln's Problems. (Harvard). Credit, 3 hours.
5. · (Investments). 2 hours.
6-7. (Advanced Corporate Finance). ··· 3 ·hours
8-9. Business Forcasting. 2 hours.
10-11. · ·(Insurance). 3 hours.
12-13. . (Advanced In~urance Problems). 2 · hours.
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING
( Courses in these subjects will not be offered in 1922-23).
Banking
Banking Lectures. Credit, 1 hour.
2. Bank . Bookkeeping. The mechanical methods of modern
bank accounting are used and illustrated. ·. Duties of the various
. clerks are ·studied · by working of actual daily report diaries of
transactionsr Credit, 2 hours. (Prerequisites, Accounting 1
or election of these courses together).
3. Theory and Practice of Banking. * Receiving; Paying; .
Clearing and Collection Functions; Foreign and Domestic Discounts; Credits; Loans; Bonds; the Bank as a Trustee, 'Executor an·d Custodian; Foreign Drafts. Cable, transfers . and kindred subjects are studied. Complete program of procedure of
the internal functions and operation of . .a bank is foilowed.
Credit, 3 . hours.
4. (Bank Credit). Special advanced · work dealing with the
1.
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mathematical and economic phases of banking. C~edit, 2 hours.
5-6. (Bank Auditing)~. Federal Reserve audits and National
and State Bank- audit programs are taken tip. Credit, 2.2 hours.

ENGLISH
Certain courses . in English are required of all students
majoring in the Department of Business Administration~ . · De.- scription of these courses is given under ·"English · Department"
in this catalogue:
LAW
1-2. Commercial Law. This is merely a preliminary and
introductory course wherein a general survey of legal . topics,
in their relation to business affairs, is made. 'rhe text method
is supplemented· by selected c~ses, in the treatment of such
topics as: Contracts; Agency; Negotiable Instruments, etc.
Credit, 3.3 hours.
3-4. N·e gotiable Instru,ments. This is a one-semester course
which deals in the fundamental concepts and basic legal phases
of negotiable documents. The case method, · with intensive
brief and report preparation is used. Credit, 2.2 ··.hours . .
5-6. Agency. The distinct concepts · of "Principle and
Agent," as brought out by the following -topics are well developed:· Relation of Principle, Elements of the Contract of ·this
relationship who may be ag~rit; Agency of Estopel; Termination of; Authority of; Prindple and third party. Prerequisite,
Law 2. Credit 2.2 hours.
7-8. Sales. Stu4y of the "Uniform Sales . Act" and case
study on the . following to pies: Property Concepts·; Identification of the Goods; Unascertained Price; Conditional Sales;
Titles; Bills of. Lading; Vendor's Lien; Stoppage -i n -Transit C.
0. D. SalesfFraud and Its Effect·; Seller's Remedies; Buyer's
Remedies; Warranties; Statute of Frauds, etc. Prerequisite,
Law 2. Credit 2.2 hours.
9-10. (Corporations). Credit 2.2. hours.

TRANSPORTATION

-

l-2. Railway Transportation. Railway System; Service·;
Freight; PassengE!r; Express and Postal Rates; Rate Making;
Fares, etc. A special syllabus is issued for this• course and au ·
students must provide themselves with. it. ·
•
Prerequisites, Accounting 1, Economics 1, Law •1. Election
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of this course requires two years of study, by accounting
being · required. in the second year. Two lecture hours are
supplemented by one two-hour laboratory period each week. ·
Credit, 2.2 hours.
·
3-4. (Foreign .Trade). 2.2 hours.
5-6·. (Ocean Shipping).

LANGUAGES
All students specializing in foreign trade must become proficient in one modern language, at least to the satisfa~tion of
the Department.

MATHEMATICS

All students working for the B. A. degree and · who are majoring in Business Administration .subjects are required to
have seven credit hours · of the total hours required f:rom the
following courses:
. 21-~2. Elementary Accounting Mathematics. For information on this subject look under Mathematics Department.
23-24. 4dvanced Accounting Mathematics. See Mathematics Department. ·
25-26. Mathe~atical Theory of Investment. See Mathematics Department.
27-2~. Elementary Statistics. See Mathema~ics Department.
29-30. Advanced Statistics. See Mathematics Department.
OFFICE WORK - AND PRACTICE·
The Department combines the · class and theoretical studies
with thorough training in office · work of the m~st · practical
kind, and for this purpose carries Bookkeeping,. Stenography,
Typ~writing, Rapid Calculation and other necessities
office
practice.
Special and Stenographic Courses. A limited number of
students not candidates for degrees may take .special courses
for intensive training in practical subjects and receive certificates for the completion of the work. Such courses can be
arranged with the head of the Department, but all such students must registe.r in the regular way.

or

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
Professor Anderson, Mr. - - The instruction in this department 'includes lectures, reci-
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tations and laboratory work and extend·s through the Fresh- .
man, · Sophomore,- Junior and Senior years. In connection · with
Theoretical Chemistry and wide practice .in Chemical · Caiculation.
1. Inorganic Chemistry. This course is devoted to the. elementary .- principles of the science. It deals . with the · nature
and ·properties · of the non-metals and -the application of the·
fundamental laws and· theories concerning their combination.
Two recitation periods and one two-hour laboratory period~
First semester.
Elective for Freshmen and Sophomores. Credit, 3 hours.
2. General and Experimental. A c~ntinuation·· pf ·course 1
dealing largely with the metallic elements. This_ course ·also includes the study of some of the more common carbon compounds.
.· .
.
Two recitation periods and one two-hour ~aboratory period.
Second semester. Prerequisite, Course 1. · Cr~·d it a· hours. ·
3. Qualitative Analysis. A thorough course of basic and
acidic analysis. Lecture and laboratory work upon the ,meth..:
ods and lectures and recitations upon the theories invol:tred.
Special emphasis is placed upon the theories of Chemical Analysi$ and th~ student is required to analyze a large number of
"unknowns" for the basic and acidic constituents.
Three two-hour periods. First semester. Prerequisites, .
Courses 1 and 2. Credit, 3 hours.
4. Elementary Organic Chemistry. . An introductory study
of the compound of carbon, chiefly the methane and benzene
series and their derivatives. The course inclu.d es · the preparation and tlie study of the chemical properties of the more important classes of organic compounds.
Three two-hour periods. Second semester. Prerequisite
Course 3. Credit, 3 hours.
5. Quantitative Analysis. Chiefly a laboratory course with
lectures, recitations and conference& on the methods and the:.
ories involved. . The · student is given thorough practice in volumetric and travimetric methods and is required to perform his analyses with accuracy, cleanliness arid. honesty. ·
Three two-hour periods. First .semester. Prerequisites;
Courses 3-4. ·Credit, 3 hours.
6. Advanced Quantitative Analysis. . A continuation of
Course 5 in which special emphasis is placed upon the analysis
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of alloys, ores, mineral waters, foods, etc. The course also
inclucfos variou~ o_ther complex analyses.
Three two-hour periods. Second semester. · P_rerequisite,
Course 5 . . Credit, 3 hours.
7. Industrial Inorganic Chemistry. This course includes
the study of all the more important industrial inorganic chemical processes with lectures, recitations, conferences and colateral reading. The laboratory work includes the · various
technical analyses with a study of the general operations on
a small scale. The student is required to acquaint himself with
. the operation, cost and :manufacture of the various types of
machinery used in the industry.
Three lectures and ·laboratory periods·. First semester .
Prerequisites, Courses !5 and -6. Credit, 4 hours.
8. . ~ndustrial Organic Chemistry. A continuation of Course
7, which deals with the study of all the more important indusrial organic chemical processes. In this course special empha~
sis is placed upon the study of the textile processes.
Three lectures and laboratory . periods. Second semester.
Prerequisite, Course .7. Credit, 4 hours.
l
9. Elementary Physical Chemistry. This _course presents
_,. the fundamental principl~~ of Physical Chemistry particularly
those which are necessary for every chemist. The laboratory
work includes the determination
the more .important physical
constants, molecular weights and a study of thermometry.
Three lectures and laboratory periods. First semester. A
knowledge of calculus is essential. Prerequisites, Courses 5
and 6. Credit, 4 hours.
10. Physical Chemistry. A continuation of Course 9, including the study of electro-chemistry, colloids, viscosity. The
laboratory work consists of experiments in electro~chemistry,
colloidal chemistry, etc.
Three · lectures and laboratory periods. Second semester.
Prerequisite, Course 9. Credit, . 4 hours.
11. Advanced Organic Chemistry. An advanced laboratory
course in the synthesis and analysis of the typical aliphatic
compounds. In this course the student is required to pass a
written examination over 'each compound previous to its preparation.
Elective for Seniors. First semester a reading knowledge
of · Scientific German is essential. Prerequisite, Course 4,
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Credit, 6 hours.
12. · Advanced Organic Chemistry. A continuation of
Course 11 and includes the study and preparation · of the
_aromatic hydrocarbons · anq their derivatives. Special ·emphasis is· placed· upon the study of . the preparation of · dyestuffs
and their intermediates and derivatives.
Elective for Seniors. Prerequisite, Cours·e 11. Credit 6
hours.
13. Sanitary Chemistry. A lecture and reading course dealing with air, food, water and the subject closely related to
them.
One hour. First semester. Elective for Juniors and Seni_o rs.
Credit, 1 hour.
14. Historical Chemistry. A lecture and re,a ding · course
dealing with the origin and growth of the atomic .and other •
theories. Emphasis is also placed upon the development of·
organic and physical chemistry.
Two hours. Second semester. Elective· for Juniors and
Seniors. Credit, _2 hours.
CURRENT EVENTS
A study of Current Events as found in the weekly magazines is required of all students for which orie credft hour is
given. A written review is done each week. Talks on the subject
are given weekly at assembly meetings. Required of . all stu~
dents. Credit, 1 hour.

DEPAR_T MENT OF ECONOMICS
Professor Sprague and Professor Hart
Economic ·Principles and . Problems. This course is de·- ·
voted to th~ foil owing subjects: Definition of Economic Terms,
Wealth, Capital, Value, etc.; Factors of Production, Exchange
and Consumption; Supply and Demand,- Division- of Labor, Concentration of Capital and Labor, Trusts and Monopolies·, Public .
Controls of Production and Exchange; Tariff and Fre~ Trade,
the Merchant Marine, Forms of Income, Agencies for Saving,
Investments, etc.
Required of Juniors; open to others by permission. · Credit,
3 hours.
2. Public Finance, Taxation, Mon~y and. Banking~ Systems
and problems of public revenue, taxation, debts, currencies;.
_ 1.

-
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types and methods of banks, economic and financial crises and
depressions; war finance, etc., constitute the subject of study.
Required of Juniors as in Course 1. Credit, 3 hours.
3. Business Law. This course deals with the great principles of the common law as they are worked out in practical
lines of business and economic life. Contracts, sales, .agency,
bailments, partnerships and .c orporations are · read up and discussed with a view to understanding "Business Organizations"
in the following semester. The course aims to give what every
active citizen should know · about the law.
Open to those who have h,ad Economics l; to others by
special perm.i ssion. Credit, 3 hours.
Business Organization and Management. This course
is devoted to the general field of Business: Methods of organizing and administering corporation and partnerships; wholesaling, retailing, advertising; systems of industrial remuneration for wage earners, cooperative methods for preserving industrial peace; problems of sweated industry, child labor and
industrial education.
·
Prerequisite, Course 3. Credit, 3 hours.
4.

5. Labor Organizations and Labor Problems. This ·course
will trace the historic methods of employment and remunera-

tion, slavery and serfdom, the Guild System, the beginning of
labor unions in England and early types of unions in America,
· the modern unions, their organizations and doctrines, the strike
and boycott, closed and open shop, arbitration- arid trade agreements, forms of industrial democracy and other interesting
topics.
,
Open to those who have taken 1; to others only by special
permission. Credit, 3 hours.
Revolutionary and Radical Movements. The · course
studies the background and natural causes of revolutionary
movements and analyzes the ,various leading types of the present day. The history of communi_sm, socialism ·a nd anarchy, syndicalism, Bolshevism and other notable movements and _radical
philosophies will be studied in detail.
Open to those who have had elem_e ntary Economics. Credit,
3 hours.
6.

r
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
Professor · Rose, Mr. Podmore and Mrs. -Hart
1-2. ·E nglish Composition. Carefu~ study, in the _first semester, of collection and organization of material, paragraph
structure, sentence structure, use of words and punctuation;.
in the second semester, of exposition, with some attention to
description and narration, in both theory ·and. practice. Themes
and conferences. Credit, 6 hours. Required of · Freshmen.
3-4. Argumentation and Debate. A systematic . _study of
the principles and practice .of argumentation · and· debate; attention -is given to the analysis of ·propositions, · evidence, construction of the brief and the argument, the rebuttal, inductive .
and deductive processes of reasoning, fallacies, refutation and
practice in efiective delivery of arguments. Cu:rreµt economics,
social and political problems will furni_sh most of the quei:;;tions
for the practice debates. Open to all students. Credit; . 3.3
hours.
5-6. Advanced Composition lectures will treat of principles
of composition as applied to the production _of literature. The_
Essay, Criticism, Short Story and ·poetry will . be ·studied and
practiced. _Outside reading is required. This course is for those
desiring practice in writing under . criticism, reading, . theme
conferences. Open to those who attain high rank in the prerequisite subjects. Prerequisite, English 1-2. Omitted 192223. Credit, 2.2 hours.
·
7-8. Journalistic · Writing. A course in specialized composition with emphasi~ on the style · of successft1l newspaper
articles. A practical c_o urse in reporting and popular contemporary writing. Copy wil_l be submitted to the iocal papers.
(This subject may be taken with 1-2 but not in place of it).
Elective for all qualified students. Credit 2.2 hours.
10. Versification. i'his course will treat of the ·history,_
development,· theory and technique of Engl1sh verse. The com- ·
mon rhythms, meters and stanzaic forms will be made familiar
by !eading and by practice in composition. Second Semester.
Credit, 2 hours. Omitted 1922-23.
11-12. English Literature. A survey of English Literature -.
from Anglo Saxon period to modern times. ~he development
will be related to the corresponding social conditions.· Through-.
out the wide reading an effort will be made to establish critical

•
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standards and · to encourage appreciative interpretation~. This
is a preliminary survey of literature and is a prerequisite to
the advanced courses. Credit, 3.3 hours.
13-14. The Drama. A study of the drama in English from
the miracle play to the present. First Semester, up -to 1642.
Second Semester, Restoration and modern drama,. with a brief
survey of play in other languages. Thesis. Designed for upper classes. ( Omitted .in 1922-23). Credit, 2.2 hours.
15-16~ Romantic and Modern Poetry. A study of the poetry
of Wordsworth, Coleridge, . J;3yron, Keats, · Shelley, Tennyson,
Browning, Poe, Whitman, Arnold, Rosetti, Morris, ·Swinburne,
Phillips, Noyes., .Carnian, Masters, Amy Lowell .and others.
Reading and discussion of the poetry rather than of the poets.
Thesis. Designed for upper classes. Credit, 3.3 hours.
17-18. American Literature. The- growth of Literature in
America ·will be studied with considerable reading of the more
important authors of prose. and verse. Discussions of literary
values will relate our literature to that of En-gland. Period
covered will be from the beginning to the present. · Brief reports of reading may be called for. Credit, 2.2 hours.
19. Literary Criticism. The question of standards in literature ·will be discussed, together with the history and principles of criticism. Wide reading of the critical essay will
assist in developing good taste in literature,. The survey of
authors will range from ·Atistotle to Symons. First · semester.
Regularly open to Juniors and Seniors . . (Omitted 1923-24).
Credit, 2 hours.
20-21. Shakespeare. A brief review of life of Shakespeare
and of his time, will be ·followed by an examination of his
works with detailed study of several selected plays. This course
will aim to give an acquaintance with sources, plot and diction
·of the better known dramas. The Poems and Sonnets will be
discussed. Some reading of Shakespeare Criticism will be required. Not open to Freshmen. Credit, 2.2 hours.
· 22-23. Business English~ · The "Cultural" aspect of letter
writing will be stressed. -Special study will be givep. to vocabulary acquisition. _Designated . readings and themes are re, quired, which deal with current business topics and institutions.
Studies in the theory, .principles and practices which underlie
the solution of problems in adjustments, credits, collections and
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salesmanship. Prerequisite, English 1. Text '-'The Literature
of Business," Saunders Creek. Cre.d it, 2.2 hours.
24-25. Advanced Business English. This course deals with
the technique and structural side of "report making," "Manuals
. of Instruction," briefs, etc. · The presentation of technical ma~ ..
ter in a clear, concise and i~telligent form will be sudied in a
most thorough manner by actual compilation work. ·· Prerequisite, Business Engiish 22-23 Junior standing. Credit 2.2 hours.
DEPARTMENT OF EXPRESSION
Expression 1-2.
Pr_inci pies · o'f Expression
This course includes the foundation in voice .work, and the
principles governing the science of expression. · Two credit
hours·. Credit 2~2 hours.
Aesthetic and Folk Dancing
Expression 3-4.
Training . in aesthetic and .,folk dancing is included in · the
·. regular course of expression. The results obtained are a full
response of all parts of the· .b ody adding to grace of carriage,
litheness of figure ·and freedom of expression. Credit according to work done.
Pantomine
Expression 5-6.
·1n the pan to mine class •short pantomimic scenes . are performed, and every action of the body is definitely taught. The
students final~y learn to compose and act scenes not only from
memory · but from imagination, passing from imitation . to _s uggestive and imaginative ·composition. Prerequisite Expressio1i
1. Credit, 2.2 hours.
Private Lessons
Expression 7-8.
Lessons are one-half hour each.

Credit given.

Story Telling
Expression 9-10.
Story telling has not only been recognized as a dignified ·
and legitimate act of entertainment but as a high literary a~-
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complishment. The manner of telling the story is founded
upon definite principles. Credit, 2.2 hours.
Interpretive Dancing
Expression 11-12.
This is called "Natural or Rhythmic Dancing." A means is
sought to interpret music through dancing as it appeals to the
individual. Prerequisite Expression ·2 . · Credit; 2.2 hours.
Play and Playgrounds
Expression . 13-14. (Open to Sophomores).
How to equip and manage a playground, social or civic cen. ter. This course includes the learning and directing of games. _
Credit, 2.2 hours.
Pageantry
··,~
Expression 15-16.
How to produce, write and direct pageants. . Study of some
of the best pageants. Prerequisite, Expression 5 and one other
Expression course. Credit, 2 hours.
Extemporary Speaking*
Expression 17-18.
Studies in public speaking and the delivery of short original
speeches for special occasions. Emphasis is laid on the preparation of a thorough brief for each speech. Speeches are
given from platform without use of notes. The aim of this
course is to give practice in self expression. Credit, 2.2 .ho:urs.
*See "Public Speaking" required.
Theatricals
Expression 19-_20.
A critical study o~ plays for stage presentation. The problems involved in producing plays. During the course one or
more plays will be give·n in costume. Two credit hours. Credit,
2.2 hours.
DEPA_RTMENT OF MODERN LANGUAGES .
FRENCH
Professor Feuerstein
1-2. Elem_entary Course. Phonetical exercises, study of the
main principles of French grammar, reading . of light texts,
conversation, free reproduction. Study of the irregular ve.rbs,
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exercises in French Syntax, translations into French, reading
of short stories, conversation and written compositions.
Elective for Freshmen. Credit, .5.6 hours
3-4. Commercial Course. General and commercial correspondence:. reading of . French books ref erring to • French com.;.
merce, industry and government. · Reading of French newspapers. Written compositions on easy topics of the _·time.
Elective for Sophomores. Credit, 2.2 ours.
5-6. Literary Course. History of French Literature-. Renaissance, Classical Literature, Period of Enlightenment, Romantic Movement, Modern Authors. Selected reading of Corneille, Racine, Miliere, Voltaire, Rousseau, Hugo, Zola. Outside reading required. Literary composition.
Elective for Sophomores and Juniors. Credit, 3.3 hours.
;~
8. Scientific Course. Course for reading of Sc~entific
French texts on Physics, Chemistry and Medicine. Infor1n:ation
on scientific institutions in France.
Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Credit, 2.2 hours.

GERMAN
Professor Feurerstein
1-2. Elementary Course. Phonetical exercises, . study of
the main principles of grammar, reading of light texts, _free
reproduction. Exercises in German. Syn.tax, translation - .into
German, reading of short stories, conversation and written
c_o mpositi,on.
Elective, all students. Credit, 5.5 hours.
3-4. Commercial Course. General and comniercial correspondence; reading of German books referring to German· commerce, industry and government. Reading of German n~wspapers.
General elective. Credit, 2.2 hours.
5-6• . Literary Course. History . of German literature;
Luther, Lessing, Schiller, Goethe, Romantic Mov:~ment, Modern Authors. Outside reading required. Literary compositions-.
°General -elective. Credit, 3.3 hours. ,
7-8. Scientific Course. Course for Scientific Reading of
German Texts on Physics, Chemist_ry and Medicine. In:f<;>rmation on scientific instituti~ns in Germany.
General elective. Credit, 2.2 hours . .
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GREEK
Professor Feuerstein
1-2. General Course. _Study of Greek . history and civilization. Greek etymology, reading of English translations of
Homer, Aeschylus, · Sophocles, Euripide·s , Aristophanes, Plato,
Zenophon, Thucydides, Plutarch. Synopsis of Greek grammar.
General elective. Credit, 4.4 hours.
3-4. Greek Grammar Course. Grammar, Reader, Amba:sis.
General elective. Credit, 2.2 hours.
5-6~ New Testament Greek.
Prerequisite elective 3-4.
Credit, 2.2 hours.

GEOLOGY

Professor - - - - . 1-2. General Geology. An introductory course covering
the composition, structure, dynamics and history _of the earth.
Elective open to students who have completed Chemisry 1
and 2.
·
~
The science requirements for graduation _must be offered m
other subjects.

GOVERNMENT
Professor Spragu~
t ..

,,>

!I } ·V 1. Governments

of Eur~pe.

This course studies the forms
VJ t and working methods of the governments. of Great Britain,
Germany, France and Switzer.land and Italy; also the new governments of the little entente and the Balk~ns.-. Historical types
and methods of government will be reviewed, the_.progress and
problems of democracy and the new reforms towards social
ideals of government and the broader interest. of- the people.
The course aims to give that body of facts and principle~
which every citizen of . a democracy should · know~ Open to
Sophomores and Upper-Classmen. Credit, 3 -hours.
2. Go-v ernment of _America. This course . takes .up the
practical working of the Federal Government, the powers of
Congress, the President and the Supreme Court{ the organiza. tion of Congress for work, the relation of the states : to the
Federal laws; the types of local government and recent changes
in municipal organ1zation. Lectures will be given on the sys-
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----terns of government of the Spanish-American· nations, and the
· ideals of the United States in comparison with those of other
countries. Open to Upper-Classmen and S.ophomores by permission of instructor. Credit, 3 hours.
International Law and Diplomacy. This -c ourse cover s
e ordinary International Law~ the violations and problems in- ·
volved during the World War, the changes and modifications
that have resulted from them and the great Diplomatic . Controversies in which the United States has been involved in the
last one hundred years. Credit, 3 ·hours.

4_. Race Problems. The course reviews the main racial
types -of the world, their physical and mental traits, the forces
and qualities that have led to their survival or extinction, the
race problems of the _Pacific, the negro problem- of America,
the native-white$problems of · Africa, and other race _problems
of like nature. Credit, 3 hours.

===--

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

Professor Dresch
Professor Schlichte
Assistant Professor Graham
Associate· Professor Sanford
1. Medieval and Modern History, Reformation to 1776~ Th~ . ·
course will ta~rn up the historic backgrourids of the Reformation and follow ~hrough the courses of the nations to the beginning of the · Revolutionary period of 177~. Credit, 3 -hours.
Open to all students. Taken by Freshmen according to recom- _
mendation of advisor.
2. Modern European History, 1776 to 1870: This course
covers the · Revolutionary movements in the .various nations
and lays the basis of knowledge for understanding the international problems of contemporary times. It studies especially
the impelling genius of each nation and the great characters
that have led them. Credit, 3 hours. Ope~ to: those who ·have
taken No. 1.
3. Contemporary European History, 157_9 to the Present.
This course covers the recent entanglements and great racial .
and economic interests of the nations that led . to the World
War, the diplomatic controversies, and the reformation of the .
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map of Europe under the League of Nations. Map making of
contemporary Europe is required. Credit, 3 hours. Open to
those who have taken 1 and 2; to others by special permission.
4. Contemporary International l{istory, East~rn _ Continents. This course covers the recent history of Japan, China,
India, Persia and Asia Minor; and the reformation of African
states. Credit, 3 hours. Open to those who have taken 3.
5. English History to 1776. This first semester of English
history is largely narrative, dealing with the great events and
persons involved
the development of that mighty people and
kingdom. Special effort will be made to make the student
familiar with the geography, natural resources and outstanding
facts of history of the British Island. Credit, 3 hours; Open
_to all students.
6. English History 1776 to ·the Present. This ·second semester will be devoted to the later history of England,
especially to the development of the Empire throughout the
several continents, economic wealth, her industrial inventions,
the exploitation of colonial resources and the progr_e ss of the
Anglo-Saxon system of life will be read up and discussed.
Credit, 3 hours. Open to those who have taken 5.
7. History of American Democracy. · This course covers
the . constitutional and political development of . the United
States which . has given us the presep.t . government; the
changes in social and moral idealism and the .gradual_reforma. tion of organized society to realize the same. Great American leaders and issues and problems will be read extensively.
Credit, 3 hours.. Open. to all who are prepared for the work.

in

8. History of the Pan-American Republics. The course
follows the history of the leading Spanish-American republics,
their great men and · critical issues; their economic and racial
characteristics. Credit, 3 hours. Open to all prepared for the
work.
·
9-10. History of Civilization. This course reviews the
ancient and modern civilization, Egypt, Greece, Rome, China,
India, Germany, France, England and · America and attempts
to indjcate the strong and abiding elements in each one. Race ·
traits and natural forces in each nation 'a re compared.· Idealisms of the modern ·nations are analyzed. Credit, 3 hours.
Open to Sophomores and Upper-Classmen. (Omitted 1922-23).
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11. Ancient History, to · the Decline of Greece. Considerable
time will be given the ancient civilizations of Egypt and Mesopotamia, but ·the . major interest will be in the political - and
civic institutions and developments of Greece . in Attica and
Sparta. Open · to all students who have had narrative Ancient
History. Credit, 3 hours.
12. Ancient History, - The Roman Einpire and Civilization.
This course will be devoted largely to the new institutions and
principles of government which were developed iri the Roman
· Empire, and . which have influenced the civilization of .later
centuries. Open to all students who have had narrative Ancient History._ Credit, 3 hours.
13-14. History of Religions. · ( See Biblical Literature 3-4).
15-16. History of Christianity. (See Biblical Lierature 5-6).
IN'rERNATIONAL LAW . . (See Government).
LATIN

Associate Professor Sanford
Latin A. First Year Latin. Bennet's First Year Latin.
Credit, 5 hours.
Latin B. Second Year Latin, Caesar with prose ·_composition. Credit, 5 hours.
Latin . C. Third Year Latin, Cicero and prose composition.
Credit, 5 hours.
Latin D. Virgil, with composition and mythology. C_redit, .
5 hours.
Latin I. Cicero de Senectute and De Amicitia: Ovid with
versification. Credit, 3 hours.
Latin II. Livy Bo_o k (21), Sallust or Satires, Epistles,-.Odes
of Horace with the study of H_oration Netus. Credit, 3 ~ours.
Latin III..· Juvenal's Satirs; Tacitus with parts of Histories
or Annals. Credit, 3 hours.
Latin IV. Several plays of Plantus and Terence; selections
from Seneca and Quintilian with advanced composition. Credit,
3 hours. .
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

Associate Professor Podmore and Mr. - 1. College Algebra. Rapid review of elenientary algebra; ·
graphic · representation; determinates; mathematical induction;
progressions; permutations and combinations; ,co~plex num-
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bers; and theory of equations. Required of Freshmen who do
not elect the Ancient Language course. Credit, 3 hours.
2a. Solid Geometry. The usual theorems a?d ·constructions
with applications to the meanuration of surfaces- and solids.
Required of Freshmen who do not elect the Ancient Language
course, if it was not presented for entrance. Credit, 2 hours.
2b. Plane Trigonometry. The six trigonometric functions;
principal formulas of plane trigonometry; trigonometric equa- ·
tions; solutions of triangles; and practical problems. Required
of all Freshmen who presented Solid Geometry for entrance,
unless they have elected the Ancient Language course. . Crdit,
8 hours.
3. Analytical Geometry I. A study of the .straight line,
circle and elementary curve tracing. Open to those who have
completed courses 1 and 2b. Credit, 2 hours.
4. Analytical Geometry II. A study of conic sections,
polar coordinates, loci problems and higher plane curves. Open
to those who have completed Course 3. Credit, 2 hours.
5. Differential Calculus. Fundamental principles; derivatives; applications to geometry and mechanics; · maxima and
minima; indeterminates. Open to those who have cornp)eted
or are taking Course 3. Credit, 3 hours.
6. Integral Calculus. Integration; definite integrals; application to lengths, areas and volumes. Open to those who
have completed Course 5 and have either completed Course 4
or are taking it. Credit, 3 hours.
7. Solid Analytical Geometry. Solid analytical geometry
of the straight line, plane and the conicoids. Open to those who
have completed Course 6. Credit, 2 hours.
8. Surveying. Subdividing- public lands, locating> relocating and marking corners, making plats, reports, etc. Credit,
3 hours.
21-22. Elementary Accounting Math. Fundamental factors in regard to calculations of: Interest; Taxes; Profits;
Sales; Costs, etc., are taken up. Introductory work for statistical studies is also presented. Credit, 2 hours.
~ 23-24. Advanced Accounting Math.
The problem method
is used in this course for study of Amortization, Depreciation,
Annuities, Building and Loan Association computations, Reserves~ Insurance, Sinking Funds . and kindred . subJects. Pre- .
requisite, Math. 22. Credit, 2 hours.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION- PSYCHOLOGY
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25-26. Mathematical Theory of Investment. The · pure
mathematical theorr and- concepts of Interest Computations·, .
Annuities, Logarithms, 'Bond Values, Reserves, etc., is _studied.
This is a very intensive course and requires ~s prerequisites,
Advanced Algebra, Math. 24. Credit~ 3 hours.
27-28. Statistics Elementary. Credit, 2 · hours. ·
2~-30. (Statistics * Advanced). Credit, 2 hours.
MUSIC
In accordance with the custom of Oberlin and .other c~llege
conse_rvatories of like rank, thi_rty-six hours in music,' of which
ten may be in practical branches, as piano,- voice, etc., will be
credited toward the A. B. degree. For detailed explanation of
.m usic courses, see "Conservatory Curriculum."
PEDAGOGY
See Psychology, Philosophy, Education . and also "Normal
Course."
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Physical Education is required. of all students · who are
physically able to ,take it or who are not · excused. for some
special ·and .adequate reason. The work is arranged_according
to the physical needs and desires of the students. ·one purpose
controls the whole system, viz., good health. The program
briefly is as follows: ·
1. General physical examination by an expert director ·and .
experienced physicians _to determine the. special needs of ·e ach·
student.
2. Special examination of all those going into strenuous
games.
3. All students are encoura,ged to · take up some open air
game. according to his or her needs.
4. Special corrective . gymnastics for those who .are in need .
of · such for corrections -of abnorma.lties.
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY~· PHILOSOPHY,
EDUCATION
.
Professor Dresch

1. Introductory Psychology. This course aims to introduce the student to the study of mental phenomena and -the
_methods of Psychology and to acquaint hini with the functioning of the human mind, especially in relation to 'Pedagogy and
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Etaics . . Textbook, collateral reading, and lectures. Required
of Juniors. · Credit, 3 hours.
2. Social Psychology. The aim of this ·course is to analyze
the fundamental social attitudes, habits and modes of behavior
and describe and explain the process of social interaction in
the forms of custom, conventionality and tradition. Textbook,
lectures and collateral reading.
·
3. History of Philosophy, Ancint and Medieval. A study
of the development of philosophic thought on the background
of contemporary culture with special reference to science; education, politics and religion as ·well as to the more strictly
epistemological and metaphysical a·s pects. Textbook, assigned
readings in ~source books and lectures. Prerequisite, Philosophy
1.

4. History of Philosophy, Modern. Continuation of Course
3 through. the modern period. Prerequisite, Philosophy 3.
5. Ethics. This course undertakes a psychological examination of the nature of gpodness, and the various theories of
the meaning of the iight and wrong. Required of Juniors.
6. Philosophy of Religion. A general survey of the problems involved in a philosophical interpretatiqn of religion. Textbook, collateral reading and lectures.
B. Philosophy Problems. The purpose of this course is to
acquaint the student with the fundamental and persistent problems of· Philosophy and to give him an elementary knowledge
of the several philosophical disciplines. Textbook, assigned
reading and lectures. Prerequisite, Philosophy 3 a:nd 4. (Not
given 1921-22).
10. Contemporary Philosophy. A study of the philosophical systems of today with special reference to Royce, Eucken,
James and . Bergson. Assigned reading and lectures. Prerequisite, Philosophy 1. (Not given 1921-22).
12. · Child Psychology. A study of the mental development
characteristic of the various stages of childhood and adolescence.
14. Educational Psychology. A ·study of the factors which
influence the development of the mind, and their application to
educational problems:
·
16. Educational Administration. An examination of the
general problems of school administration, with special reference to the high school. (Not given 1921-22).
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18. . History of Education. A historic~! a~d critical survey of the leading systems _of education and the theories_of the
great educators.
.
N ot~0nly one course may be elected from numbers 6, 12,
· 14, 18 in 1921-22. (
PHYSICS
Professor -Campbell
1-2. Elementa-r y Mechanics.
(General Physics).
This
course treats of the fundamental principles of the .e ntire subject, mechanics of solids, liquids_and gases; heat, magnetism ·
and electricity; sound . and light; capillary and mollecular
forces~
The laboratory work is designed to illustrate the principles
studied ·in the class room and to give some technieal knowledge
of physical measurements.
Two one-hour recitation periods and one· two-hour laboratory period. Elective. Credit, 3.3 hours.
3-4. A ·course · in general physics which is more advanced_,.
than Course 1-2. It trea~ of such subjects as the determbia. tion of specific heat, interference of light, magnetism, ~onstruction and operation of direct and alternating ·current apparatus, eenerator arid motors.
Prerequisite, Physics l-2. Two one.- hour periods and one
two-hour laboratory period. Elective. . Credit, . 3.3 · hours.
5-6. Physics of Light. This course includes. a study of
optical _instruments, . of mirrors and lenses, chromatic and
spherical aberration, velocity of light, radiation, wave theory
of light, reflection and refraction.
Prerequisite, Physics 1-2. Two one-hour recitation perfods
and one two-hour laboratory period. Elective. Credit, 3.3
hours. ( Omitted 1922-23).

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC- SPEAKING
Associate Professor Podmore
1-2. Public Speaking is required of -all _Freshmen and Soph.,.
omores, one ·hour per week throughout the two years. If, how- .·
ever, a student can_ in an examination, demonstrate his pro.ficiency in this art he . inay be excused from th.i s ·- requirement.
Required of Freshmen. Credit, 1.1 hours.· (English· 27-28). ··
3-4~ Advanced Public Speaking. In the Sophomore year
··
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a more systematic · study of the principles of extempore speaking is made . and the student is required to produce more fin- ·
ished speeches. In ·these courses in Public Speaking, the student is taught how to select subjects, find material, plan and
outline speeches, and deliver them effectively. Required of Sophomores. Credit, l.1 hours. ( English 2~-30).
Note-No studen~ will be permitted to represent Rollins
in public debates, or other activities of that kind, unless he has
had the required amount of training preparatory for such work.
SOCIOLOGY
Professor Sprague
1. Social Institutions and Social Reforms. This course is
devoted to the study of the social institutions such as the family, the state · and property; and to such current problems as
eugenics, . race suiside, divorce, crime and dependent .classes,
~

prison reform .and poverty; also the constructive social reform
movement of ·social insurance, child welfare, public health, etc.
Open to those. who have had economics and Business 1; to
others by special permission. Credit, 3 hours.
2. The · New Social Idealisms ·and Revolu~ionary Movements. This course will study historically the · ·v arious ·social
reform movements with the purpose of finding out what is
false in each. Anarchy, socialism, syndicalism, communism,
Bolshevism, I. w~ W., and the new unionism will be analy.z~d.
Social ideals and r·e forms in other countries and the greater
Americanism will be studied and discussed. Prerequisite, No.
1. Credit, 3 hours.

SPANISH
Miss Gladwin
1. For beginners. Grammar through the · subjective mode.
Drill in pronounciation, composition and conversation. Text:
Hills' and Ford's First Spanish Course. Credit,. 5 hours.
2. Course 1 continued throughout semester · with translat1on. Texts: Hill's and Ford's First Spanish Course. Dorado
Espana Pintoresca. Credit, 5 hours~
3. Review of grammar with drill in ·c ompositi.o n, conversation and dictation. Translation. Texts: Coester's Grammar.
Selections from Vervante's Don Quixote; Valdes · Jose. Credit,
3 hours.
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4. Course 3 continued; Reports on outside work. Translation. Texts: Nunez de Arce's, El Haz de Lena~· Benevente's
Tres Comedias. Credit, 3 hours.
5. Letter writing and drill in business forms. Original
composition and dictation. Texts: Eopinosa's Advanced Composition and Conversation; Whitte.m and Andrede's Spanish
Commercial · Correspondence.
·
Prerequisite, .Spanish 1 .and 2. Credit, 2 hours.
6. Course 5 contim,1ed. . Conversation based on Spanish
text on South American countries. Translat ion of work&. of ·
representative . Spanish-American authors. Texts: Nelson's
Spanish-American reader. Laguardia's Cuentos- Hisp~noamer- .
icanos. Credit, 2 hours.

.

THE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
The Conservatory . offers opportunities ..for the serious . study
of music. The highest standards · are maintained and the bes.t
trained and most efficient teachers are included in the faculty.
Constant use is made of music as a means for aesthetic and
intellectual culture. ·
.

The location and environment of the college are peculiarly
favorable for the study of · music and other
~:rts. Among
the advantages enjoyed by students· in the, conservatory is the
opport~nity for constant association w_ith college students, the
courses of study open in· the college, and life ·in the · midst · of
college influence and culture.

fine

· The Rollins Conservatory, however, while a part of the college and under the same administrative management, is diistinctly a professional school for the training of musicians ·both
as performers and teachers. · I ts curriculum is modeled _u pon :· . ·
those of the great conservatories of the country,. such as the.
New England Conservatory, the Peabody Coriservato-ry and
others.
Admission.

. The 'courses in the Conservatory are open to others as well
as to regular students in the College. The candidate for admission will be examined by the Director or by the heads .of the diff ererit departments and assigned ~lasses and . 'teachers
according to eligibility.
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Beginning with the year 1922-23 the degree of Bachelor ot.
Music will be granted by the college for four ye·a rs of work
done along · lin·e s laid out by such leading colleges . as Oberlin,
Newcomb and others. Two courses may be taken for this de~
gree, the Artist Course which majors in voice, piano, violin
or organ, and prepares the student for concert work or teach~
-ing in the chosen branch; the other majoring in Public School
Music, and preparing the student for the career of Supervisor
of Public Scho~l Music. Candidates for. this · degree must meet
the entrance requirements of Rollins College and be able to
perform music of medium grad~ in ~hosen instrument.
All work in the Conservatory is credited ·on the :follow.i ng
basis: For three actual hours of work per week for an entire
semester, the student receives one semester hour of credit..
Thus, if a student practices one hour each day, i. e., six ho1;1rs
per week, he receives credit oi. two semester hours, but if he
practice two :o r three hours a day, he receives a credit of four
or six semester hours. Likewise, if a class meet two ·hours per
week, requiring two hours preparation for each class hour, i.
e., a total of six actual hours per week, the student is · credited
with two semester hours.
The following· model four year c·o urses are based on a min~
imum requirement of sixty-one semester hours, or a total of
122 hours for the four years. The Public School · Music course
is so arranged that at the end of the second year students who
have averaged gra4es of eighty or over, may, ·b y vote oi the
Conservatory Faculty, be granted a Teacher's Diploma in Public School Music.
A diploma in voice, piano, violin or . organ will be given to
students who have satisfactorily concluded the- subjects starred
in the Artist Course, including the giving of a · public recital in
voice or major instrument.
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ARTIST COURSE, LEADING TO B. M.
First Year
Studies:
Semester
*Major instrument, or voice..............................................
*Minor instrument ............... :..............................................
· *Solfeggio I. ···········~······················:·····································~··
*Essentials ...... ~.....................................................................
*English' ................................................................................
*Aesthetic or Folk Dancing................................................
*Ensemble, choir, etc ....... ~ ............................... :....................

Hours
6
2

1
1
3

1
1

15
Second Year

*Major instrument or voice................................................
*Minor instrument .............................................................. ·
*Harmony I. ..... ..... ... .. ........ .... .. .... .... .... .. ............ .... ..... ... .......
*~story of Music ............ ~ ............•.................................·......
*Appreciation and Literature of Music..........................
*Public School Music ·or Pedagogy~ ...................... :..........

6
2

3
2

1
2

16
Third Year

Major instrument or voice ...... ·-······························-·······
*Minor instrument ~ .............................................................. .
*Harmony II. ......................... ·························.······················
Elementary orchestration ................................................. .
Ensemble, choir, ·etc.~ .... ~ ..................................................... .
Electives ( Modern Language req. for voice)·······.·········

6
2
3

1
1

2or3
15 or 16

Fourth Year

Major instrum~nt or voice .................................................. .
Counterpoint ·--~····································································
*~armonic Analysis ...................................................._. ....... .
*Recital in major instrument........................................... .
Elective ..........................................................................·....... .

6
2

1
4

2or3

15 or 16
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First Year
Major instrument or voice ________ ___·····-··--:.. _. __...........
Minor instrument ·····················-···-·····--·----·-························
Solfeggio I. ···-··············-·-·······-····· ···-···· ·································
Essentials ,-········-························- ······-··-·····-·············-···············
English ·······••.···-· -··--~-------·----·-·-·-··············-- -- ··---·-----·---- ---·- ---···
Aesthetic or Folk Dancing_···· --······················-··-· --·--······· ~·
Ensemble, · choir, etc .........·--············:... ....... ........·..................
0

6

•• : • • • • : . .

.2 ·
1
1
3
1
1

15
Second Year
Major instrument or voice ..... .... ....·-······ ·······-·················· ···
Minor instrument .............................................................. ~.
H.a rmony I. ·································· ·· ···········--·· ···-···············~······
Solfeggio II. -·-·································-·····-· ~·--···-···-··-·-·············
History of Music .. ,.. ·················· ··-·-·········· -·········:·················
Appreciation and Literature of Music .... --·--····--:...... _... -.
Public School Music ..... ·-··-··········· ···········-··"-··-··············-·····-·
Elementary orchestration ···························.·······················

4
~

2

3
1
2
.1

·2
1

16
Third Year
Instrument and voice ................. .•········- •· ··· ········· ······-·········
Harmony II. ·············-···-··-····-···· ······-··· ······· --····•:.-·._ ......·........ .
Practice teaching, conducting, etc .. -..·-···-···························
Psychology or History of Education .......:··-·:············:···-· ·
Dramatic Expression ... :............................···· --·--···· ··-······-····
Elective ··········-···· ······-······· ·················-·· ·········-······••···············

4
3
1
3
2
2 or 3

15 or 16
Fourth Year
Instrument or voice·-···-· ···········-·························-········ ··········
Counterpoint · --··········.- ·······-··························· ······--········-·······
Harmonic Analysis ·········-········~···················-············-··:·······
Practice teaching, conducting, etc ................... ~·············-·-·

Community Music .················-···· ··················-·························
Thesis, or public r~cital.. .......................... "··········-·-············
Elective ··············-··-···········--····································-···-··-··-····

4
2
1
1
1

4
3

16
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Conservatory Diplomas
Diplomas , are granted as follows:
A Teacher's Diploma in
Public School Music is given at the satisfactory completion of
the first two years' work for the B. M. degree in Public School ··
Music. (See "College Curriculum"). This diploma will entitle ·
the holder to a Special State Certificate, witho.ut examination.
Diplomas in Piano, Voice, Violin and O:rgan are given on
the satisfactory completion of the theoretical courses· _s tarred in
the Artist -Course leading to the B. M. degree (see "College ·
Curriculum") in additjon to the required proficiency in the ··
major study, . voice, piano, etc. The giving of a public. recital
is required of the candidate for a voice or instrumental diploma,
but not for the Public School Music Diploma.
College Credits For Music

Two units in music will be accepted toward entrance to
Rollins College.
Thirty-six hours in music, of which ten may be in practical .
music, will be credited toward the A. B. degree.
Concerts, Glee Clubs, Orchestra

In order .to give the students opportunities · to hear the best
music artistically performed, a series of recitals is. given during the year by members of the music faculty and by · the best
outside talent obtainable. Informal student recitals are given
~ach morith in Knowles Hall. Class recitals are frequently
arranged by the teachers for the benefit of the less advanced
pupils.
.
.
Orchestra, chorus and glee clubs are conducted by the Di-·
rector and the head of the Voice Department. The best music
is studied and several public concerts are given ·during the
season.
Equipment
The pipe organ in Knowles Chapel affords excellent oppor- ·
unity for practice by organ pupils·. A splendid grand ·pi_a no,
also in the chapel, provides for concert work. Pinehurst Cottage is devoted to the work in music. It provides admirable
facilities .for classes, instruction studios and practke rooms .
.The office of the Director is also .in this building. Practice
rooms are furnished with pianos for students who require practice periods.

.

...

·...
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COURSES OF STUDY
Theoretical Courses
Harmony
T·h is course covers two years of work and gives the student .
a thorough knowledge of modern harmony. The entire two
years of work is required of those who are given · djplomas in
voice or instrument. One year is required for Public School
Music Diploma. ·
_
First Year-Thorough drill .in · the elements . of harmony.
Figured bass. Harmonization o~ simple melodies. Keyboard
work. Constant emphasis is laid upon ear training. Simple
modulation is begun before the end of the second semester.
Three hours a week .throughout the year.
Second Year-Advanced Harmony. Modulation. Ear trainand keyboard work. · Analysis. Study of modern tendencies.
Three hours a week. throughout the year.
.

Counterpoint
This course covers one year of work in counterpoint.. Open
only to students who have completed the first year of work in
harmony. Requited of candidates for B. M. degree.
Two hours a week throughout the year.
History of Music
A lecture course of one year. Required of candidates for
diplomas or ·B. M. · degree. The course covers . the dev~lopment
of the art of music from the earliest times to the present, · and
is . illustrated by phonograph records of standard compositions._
Two hours a week, throughout the year.
Appreciation and Literature of Music
•A lecture course of one year. Follows the development · of
musical form from the most primitive types to the $ymphonies
of Beethoven, with ·-a survey of national characteristics in music.
Works ·of the great masters are studied iri piano arrangements
and phonograph records.
Required of candidates for diplomas and B.- M. degree.
One hour a week throughout the year.
Essentials of Music
("Theory.")
A lecture course of one year. Required of c~ndidates for
diplomas and degree. Gives a thorough review of the ele~
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mente of music, terms, marks .of expression, etc., the .nature ·
/ and compass of · orchestral instruments, and a g.e neral study
of musical forms. Also includes a · series of talks oi;i ·acoustics
by the Instructor of Physics of the college.
One hour a .week, throughout the year.
Solfeggio I.
This pr~paratory course is recommended to stud~nts befo:re
beginning the study of. harmony 1 and may be · required at the
discretion of the Director. It includes two separate cla_ss,es,
~ l y , Elementary Ear-Training, and Sight-Singing.
.
· (a) Ear Training. In this class, the student receives a thorough drill in tone relationships and time values, rhythmic and
melodic dictation. Intervals. and simple chords ·~re ·also studied. _
One· hour a ·week throu:g hout the year;
(b) Sight Singing. This class. is open to all college sto.:.
dents~ Voice students, at the discretion of the Head of the
Voice Department, may be required to enter it.
One hour a week, throughout the year.

Solfeggio .II.
A course in advanced ear training and sight singing required
ef candidates for B. M. in Public School Music, and diploma
One hour a. week throughout the year. ·

OTHER CLASSES
Composition. Class·e s ·under the Director. Arranged for advanced students as required. .
Community. Music. A lecture cour.se of one houT a week, conducted .by the Director, and .arranged as. required.
The quesUon of all phases of musi~ in community)ife will be
discussed, under such topics as "Music in ·the .Home," "Music
in the Schools," "Church Music," Community Sings," etc., etc.
Papers by members of the ·class will be re~d, and · general ~eusf?ions encouraged~ No technfoal knowledge of" music i$ necessary· for entrance to this class.
Accompanying.. Classes under supervision of the· Head . of
the Piano Department.
Sig~t Reading. Classes under supervision of the Head fd
the Piano Department.
_
Ensemble Playing. Classes. under supervision of the H-ead
of the Violin Department.
·

ROLLINS COLLEG·E
PRACTICAL COURSES
Piano

In the Piano Department no exclusive method is adhered
to, but the principles which are inculcated are -those common
to good -modern ·piano playing the world over-the use
relaxed-arm-weight in tone production, of a flexible wrist in
shading _and phrasing, the necessity and beauty of a good-legato
·tQuch, of a singing tone in melody playing, of independenc of
the fingers· in passage-work, etc.
Although the piano course cannot be .o ffered for completion
in an allo-tted number of years, on account of the greatly varying talent and industry of the individual pupil, the .work is divided into three grades, as follows:·
_
. ·Course 1. E1ementary. Rudiments of ~chnique; practice in
reading; by degrees ·the major and harmonic · minor scales;
studies_; -s onatas of Clementi, Kuhlau, Mozart; easy pieces,
musically rendered.
Course · II. Intermediate. Technique; m~jor scales; harmonic and melodic minor scales; studies for velocity and style;
Bach Preludes ' and Inventions; the less difficult of the Beethoven Sonatas; the artistic per£ormance of -romantic and . modern
compositions o:l incr~asing difficulty.
Course III. Advanced. Higher Technique; scales.; - Cramer
and Czerny Studies; Bach's Well-Tempered Clavichord; the
more difficult Beethoven Sonatas; Chopin and the effective interpretation ef concert pieces.
For the piano diploma, a further course of "virtuoso'' .work
_is -r equired.
Home Music Course
For the piano pupil who does not aspire to be a concert
player or ·a ~acher, but desires traiµing .as a practical musician,
able to create a musical atmosphere in the home, or to meet the
dema,nds arising in s-ocial service work, a course has ·been plan-netl, leading :to a Certificate in Home Music.
The requirements for this certificate are as f oHows: 1. Adequ&te facility in reading at sight music of moderate difficulty.
2. A playing knowledge of simple chord combinations sufficient for a f-ree harmonization of folk tunes in easy ·keys. 3. A
·memorized repertoire of music for various occasions, such as
The .Star Spangled Banner, America, the Doxology, and sevei;al
favorite hymns, a march, a waltz, a one-step, a Viraainia Reel

of
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tune, words and music of several children's songs, a cradle
song, etc.
No set amount of .time can be named ·for · the completion of
this course, which depends upon the ability and ambition of th~
individual student.
Organ
Pupils cannot be given instruction on the organ till·· such
knowledge of the pianoforte has be.e n acquired as . will insure
satisfactory progress . -o n that more complex instrument, the :
organ. This demands-at least two years of piano study, here or"
elsewhere.
· The · aim of this department is to- fit pupils for holdin~ ·
church positions. The large organ -belonging to the college,
and the smaller but very effective instrument in the 9ong.regatfonal church, are. at the service of pupils both for instruction
and practice.
Course J. Clemens' Organ School, or Stafoer's Organ ·
Primer! easy trios by Rheinberger and others; Clemens' Pedal
Studies; Hymn Playing.
Course II. Easier · Chorals of Bach and . others; · Buck's
Pedal Studies, · Bach's .Little Preludes and Fugues; sig;~t· reading of hymns ·and other ordinary·church _music; simple pieces.
Course III. - Bach's Preludes and Fug'l.les; selectjoris from .
the best composers ,for organ, such as Guilmant, Lemare, Dubois, Hollins, Rheinb'erger, and others.
For the Organ Diploma· a further course of·virtuoso work is
required.
Violin
The Violin Department -is conduct~d in accordance. with the
most modern ideas held by the best mast~rs of -America_and _ _
EurQpe. A practical analysis of· bowing· and ·of left hand ·-technique· based on the natural iaws of relaxation is taught while
especial emphasis is placed upon interpretation, i_n cludiµg tone,
intonation, etc. The ·individuality of the pupil is also given
due·_consideration, thus _promo"ting the proper co-operatio~ of
teacher and student. ··

Course of .Study
Course I. Elementary. Violin schools of Sevcik, DeBeriot
and others, and exercises for bowing and intonation, -w ith particular attention to· purity of tone. Interesting·.pieces.
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Course II. Intermediate. . Schools . of- Sevcik and others.
Studies and pieces· of medium difficulty· for musical as well as
technical development. ·Concertos.
. Course III. Advanced. Studies by Kreutze.r , Rode, Rovelli,
Minkous, Meerts, Paganini. Concertos by Spohr, Wieniawski,
Mendelssohn, Bruch, Saint-Saens . aiid others.
Diplomas are granted in the Violin Department upon the
same conditions as in other departments of .instrumental study.
Singing
Course I. Breathing; tone placement; vocalise3 of Concone
and simple . songs studied for purpose of ·breath control voice
placing and enunciation.
. Course II. Development of tone; study of, increasingly difficult . songs from both a techincal and interpretative standpoint.
Course III. Study of recitative and aria from Oratorio and
Opera-special attention being given to artistic interpretation.
· For the Diploma in Singing an e~ceptional voice and .marked
interpretative ability are essential. In addi_tion to the required
theoretical courses the candidate must have acquired · a sufficient knowledge of. French, German and Italian to sing in these
three languag.~s, and mu.s t be able to - play any ordinary piano
accompaniment.
Public Sehool Music
To enter this course, the student must have had at least one
year of Solfeggio, and must demonstrate abHity to· read at
srght and to play simple accompaniments on .the piano.
The method taught is the well-known Weaver method, which
has been successfully proved for years in many northern and
western centers and has accomplished remarkable results in
cities . such as Northampton, Mass., Yonkers; N. Y., .Hartford,
Conn., and Flint, Mich.
.
The course includes thorough training in. sight:singing, pedagogical methods, conducting and actual teaching, ·an unusual
feature of the work · being the opportunity given for . practice
teaching in the Winter Park public school wh.ete, by arrangement with the_ school board, · the student is allowed to teach
under the direction of the supervisor of music, who is also the
head of the Department of Public Schoor Music · in Rollins College Conservatory.
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Public School Violin Class
For two years the Conservatory has condu~ted an after school
violin. class . in the Winter Park ·p ublic · school, th~:s work ·.being
in charge of the assistant in .violin. This· class is tauiht in accordance with the most progressive ideas in such ·work. It is
open to advanced violin students in the Conservatory for practice and observation.
·
Extension Wor·k
During the past two years the Conservatory has m~intained a.
very successful branch in the city of Orlando, five miles from
Wi~ter Par~ where all the practical courses in the curriculum
are offered, the work being done _by the regular members of the .
music faculty.
CONSERVATORY TUITIONS
Per Semester of 18 Weeks
Piano
For advanced and medium · grades, according to instructor:
2 h~lf hours a week. .............................. $126a00
.$90.00 . $54.00
2 20-minute periods .............................. .90.00
72~00
45.00
1 half hour ..........................................
72.00
54.00 . 31.50
For medium and elementary grades:
2 half hours a week. ........................ :...... 27 .00
2 · 15-minutes periods .............................. 18.00
Voice
2 half hours a week. ............................... 108.00

2 20-minute periods ..............................
1 half · hour .............................. ~...............

81.00
63.00

54.00
45.00
81.50

Violin
54.00
2 half hours a week ......................... ·-····· 108.00
2 20-minute . periods .............................. 81.00
45.00
1 half hour .............................................. , 63.00
31.50 ·
Class lessons for beginners and medium grades may be arran,ged.
Organ
2 half hours a week................................ 90.00
1 half hour · ............ ····························-····· 54.00

i
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THEORETICAL CLASSES .
Per Semester ·o f 18 Weeks
Charges included in regular college tuition when taken as
part of full college or academy course. For . special students
as follows:
Public School Pedagogy............................................................$50.00
Harmony I and II ( 3 hour classes)...............................-.. ~......... 15.00
History of Music, Counterpoint ( 2 hours)··························-· 10.00
Music Appreciation, Musical Essentials, · Harmonic Analysis, and other 1 hour classes............................................ . 7.50
Solfeggio ..................·........................................................·............ No fee
Piano Sight Reading.................................................................. No fee
Use of Piano for Practice
One hour daily........ .'..................................................................... 6.00
Each additional hour .............................................................. ~··· 3.00

Use of Organ for Practice
One hour daily.......................................................... ,...·.~.............. 15.00
Each additional hour ................... ,.............................................. 7.50
Registration Fee ······················································:····.············· 1.·5 0
Required of all students not paying Student Association Fee.

THE NORMAL COURSE
Students desiring . to prepare for .teaching and wishing also
to have a college diploma can enter college in the usual way
and major in those subjects of Pedagogy, Psychology, L_anguage, History, etc., which would give the best general preparation for that profession.
··
Another way is to take three years at Rollins ~nd then a
year of applied work at Tallahassee or a Normal school for
which Rollins will give full credit and a Bachelor of Arts degree.
Certificates
Students completing this course will have the ·same status
as will graduates -from the four-year normal courses offered ·
by the State University and the State College for Women.
, The ·state Superintendent of Education, Mr. W. N. Sheats, at
present holds that the law as now on the statute books permits.
him to grant state ce~ificates without .examination only to
Kl'aduates from four-year college courses. The provisions of
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the law governing the granting of certifieate8 are stated in•the
following paragraph.
The State Certificate

The present suite law of Florida provides two ways in
which graduates from Rollins College and similar institutions
may .o btain state .certificates.
Under Chapter 7372, Section 17, of the laws as enacted in1917, any Rollins .s tudent regularly graduated since ' June -i6,
1905, may obtain a state certificate without e-x amination by· filing w1-th the State Superintendent of Public Instruction his -0r ·
her diploma, or a certified copy of it, presenting· satisfactory
evidence of twenty-four months of· successful teaching, and ·
paying a fee of five dollars.
Under Chapter 7373, · Sections 1 and 2, graduates :from the
college may obtain state _certificates- without· examination and
without meeting.any other conditions, provided, first, they ·. have
devoted three-twentieths of their time to the study of p$yc:&ology and education; and, secondly, that the. college .s ubmits to
such inspection and regulations as may be prescribed by the
State Board of Education ·and the State Board of Control; · and,
thirdly, that the courses of study are found to be the-_ same or
equivalent . to those prescrib~d and sustained by th~ State lJniversity and the Florida State College for Women.
Other Ce_r tificates

Candidateis for third grade certificates are required to pass
examinations - in orthography, reading, arithmetic, English
grammar, ·composition, geography, . United States ~istory, ·pby...
-siology and theory· and practice of teaching. An average. grade
of · seventy per cent ·must be .obtained in · these · examinations
and no grade shall be below· fifty per cent.
Candidates for the second grade certificates must i»,.ss: all
examination on the same _subjects -required. of candidate& f.o r
the third grade certificate, and on agriculture and civil government and must secure an aver.a ge grade of eigh~-per cent~
with no grade below sixty per cent. ·
. Candidates for the first grade certificate are examined .in
physical geography and algebra in addition to the slibjeet,a
named above, and are required . W. obtain an average grade o!
eighty-five per cent, with -no grade below sixty -per cent.

.'··
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Third grade certificates are valid for on~r year, second grade
certificates for three years and first grade certificates for five
years from the date o·n which they are issued .
.Entrance Requirements

Completion of the ·first two years · of high school work will
be required for entrance. •Candidates for entrance will be
required to submit eight units or credits from some approved
secondary school.
. Special Reviews
Should a suffici:ent number of students desire it, special review. Classes will be formed in the subjects upon which candidates for the first, second or third grade certificates are examined. These classes, if formed, ·will be designed t0: meet the
needs of public school teachers who cannot remain in school
during the winter months. Such review class,es will not be
formed unless the numbers desiring them justify the college
in incurring the expenses involved in providing for the instruction.
*Note-For a description of the special courses in Education see under "Philosophy and Education'' in the Detailed Explanation of the college courses. Other courses · are identical
with the corresponding courses in the academy or the ·college.
DEPARTMENT OF HOME ECONOMICS

This department offers two collegiate courses:
1. A course for women desiring a general knowledge of
the subject.
2. A course for those who desire to teach the subject.
Requirements for admission and grad~tion. · Applicant for
admission must satisfy the general requirements for ad-m ission
to the college as stated elsewhere in this catalog. .
For graduation a . satisfactory completion of the. course of
studt entitles ·the. student to the degree of Bachelor of Arts.

HOME ECONOMICS
OUTLINE FOR THE FOUR YEAR COURSE ·
.· Freshmen ·.
Subject:
English ·····································.·······································
Modern Language ............... ~ ......................._. ................. .
Chemistry .................................................................... ~ .... .
Bot~ny or Zoology ... :............................................ ~ .........
H. E. 1".'2........................................... :....................._.........·..
Physical Education
Sophomore
English ........................................................................... .
Modern Language .................... ............. ·······················~·
Chemis-try ......................................................... ~ ...... ~ ...... .
Bacteriology ............................_. ........................................ ·
H. E .. 6...........·................................................................... .
H. E. 7-8 ................ :.......................................·................... .
H. E. 5................................................................................ .
Physical Education

Junior
Psychology ...................................................................... .
Physics ................................... ~ ........................................ .
H. E. 3-4............................................................................ .
H. E. 9-10 ................................... ~ ...................................... .
Economics · .........................................................................
Physical Education ....................................................................... .
Senior

-------

Sociology ......................................................................... .
History .of. Education ........................... ~ ... :..................... .
H~ E. 11 ............................................................................
·H. E. 12........................ ·....... .................................·.........
H. E. 13........... ·..................................................._. ....... ·..... .
H. E. 14............................................................................ .
Public Speaking _.......................... ~ ...................................
Physical Education .................................................................. -.... .
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EXPLANATION .OF COURSB.

1-2. Clothing I. Simple clothing problems, principles of
constructiQn and cost as applied to undergarments. · Pattem
making, commercial patterns, paper dress forms and Ute use- of
machin s.e A study of the- textile fibres cotton and: linens. The
designing, cost and construction of a wash dress.
One lecture, two laboratory periods. Credit, 8.~ hours.
3-4. Clothing II. Revie_w of Clothing I. Designing, cost
and construction of wool and silk dresses. · A study of the textile fibres, wool and silk.
' Prerequisite, . Clothing I, lecture, two laboratory periods.
Credit, · 3.3 hours.
5. · Dress Design. Design principles applied ~o dress~ Study
of proportions of the figure and the effect of line, :form and
color on the figu~e. A brief study of historic costume and its
influence upon present day dress.
Prerequisite, Design.· Two lectures per week one semester.
Credit, ·1 hour.
· 6. Textiles. A study of materials considering· the microscopic appearance, chemical texts, physical characteristics,
price, etc. .The hygienic and industrial
phases of clothing.
· Prerequisite, Chemistry. Two lectures per week _one semester. Credit, 1 hour.
·7-8. Foods I. A study of the principles of the selection and
preparation of food. The composition food ·v alue in . relation
to cost, manufacture and adulteration of foods.
Prerequisite or parrallel ·chemistry. One lecture, two laboratory · periods. Credit, 8.3 hours.
9~10. - Foods II. A continuaotion of the study
foods considering especially ·economic and commercial food problems.
. The plannjng, pr:eparation and serving of meals with regard
to cost and dietetic value.
Prerequisite, ·Foods I. One lecture, two laboratory periods .
. Credit, 3.3 hours.
11. Dletetics. The relation of food to health, balanced
rations; dietary standards; influence of age, se» and occupation on diet; construction of dietaries and service of meats ·are
included in the course. ·
Prerequisite, Foods II. Two lectures, one labor•tory period, one semester. Credit, 2 hours.
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12. Home Management. A study of the different problems
of_the household, including-_'standards of living; expenditure of
the income, · budgets; · household . accounts and home schedules._
Two lectures, one semester. Credit, 1 hour. _
13. Methods in Teachin·g . A survey of home ·economics.
Planning of courses of study in domestic science and domestic
art. Lesson _plans.
Two lectures, one semester. Credit, 1 hour.
14. Home and Community Hygiene. The sanitary care of
person, clothing and surroundings. Public health movement in
relation to the home and the relations of home sanitation to
the community.
Two lectures, one semester. 1 hour.

I ·'
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THE ACADEMY
The academy courses have tn view two distinct objects:
first, to prepare the student for further study; either at Rollins
College · or ·at any · other standard college; and, second, to give
as broad and practical an education as possible to· students who
cannot take a college degree.
In years past the academy has .done much to supplement the
public school system of florida, especially in those communities
where· it was not · possible to maintain high schools. N.ow that
junior and senior high schools are being rapidly established
throughout the state, . this need is slowly decreasing. The administration has, therefore, formed a policy of a · gradual elimination of the preparatory work of the institution.Requirement for Admission to Academy
In 1921-22 the second year
Academy work was dropped
and in 1922-23 Rollins will ~arry only the Senior Academy
. courses so that students · having three . years may finish for
_graduation. Academy students now at Rollins and· those entering in the fall . of 19"22 should present approximately twelve
units and comply with other regulations of the · institution.
All reasonable accommodation will .be made for students
who enter with three years of Academy work to ffoish up their
courses in 1923. For this purpose some of the ordinary ~hird
year subjects must be carried on to accommodate those who
have been irregular in their previous academy work. This plan
is necessary in .order to carry out the policy of the trustees to
. make Rollins eventually a strictly collegiate institution.
In view of the fact that there is now established in Winter·
Park a standard high school, students in the ninth, tenth,
eleventh and twelfth grades of high school who permanently
reside in the Winter Park school disrtict, will not be admitted
to the academy unless _by written consent from· the Public
School Board. If such consent is given, students so admitted
will pay the regular tuition fees.
A total of sixteen units is necessary 'f or graduation. Of
these sixteen units, twelve are required and· four are elected
from certain subjects as indicated in the outline of Cl\urses
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ENGLISH

The courses in Academy English are planned according to .
the requirements of the College Entr~nce Examination B~ard;
and it is assumed that students entering Rollins Academy shall ·
have completed the work of the first two years in conformity
with this plan. Provision, however, will be made for stud.e nts
who have pursued an irregular course to remove the con~equent
deficiencies in order to .meet the regular college entrance -re.quirements-.
Third Year

Work in oral and written composition will occupy three
periods a week. Two of- these will be spent in studying the
·principles of composition; the third, in examining critically
th_e written work of the class, to see that the students have correlated theory and practice.
During the remaining two- periods of the week the· students
will ·make a special study of some work sele'Cted ·from the list
of English "classics suggested by the College Entrance Examination ·Board.
·
In addition to . the attention given to form and s~yle, they
will be required to interpret correctly the complete thought·. of
the author.
The classics studied during this year are selected from rep_resenta tive American writers, and the Hi.story of American
Literature is introduced whenever necessary to furnish the ·
proper literary and historical background.
Fourth Year
The same division of the weekly program, as explained
under the description of third year English, is still followed. In
addition to the work. in composition, a thorough review of English Grammar is made.
·The classics · studied during this year are selected from ·
.English authors. The students . spend -s ome time in studying
.the History of English Literature in • order that they may understand th~ periods to which the authors belong, the principal
facts in th~ir lives, .a~d the influences that. affected th~ir works.
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FRENCH

1-2. Elementary Course. Grammar, careful drill in pronunciation, dictation, sight translation, conversation, readine
of modem authors. · "Brooks-Chardenal" First · Year French.
Elective for third year students.
3-4. Intermediate Course. Reading of modern novels,
dramas, and short stories, with the aim of -enabling the student
to acquire a good reading knowledge of Fr~nch. Outside reading required. One hour per week of · composition and conversation. "Le Francais pour· Tous," "L'Histoire de France."
· Elective for fourth year students.
·
GERMAN

1-2. Beginning German. The essentials of grammar, with
easy reading an4 practice in speaking .and writing.
Elective for third year students.
8-4. Second Year Gernian. The study of · grammar and
composition continued. The texts read illustrate German life
and customs and .afford subject matter for conversation.
Elective for fourth year students.
GREEK

1-2. Beginning Greek. Grammar and composition. The
"Anabasis" will be read during the latter part -of the year with
special attention to inflections and grammatical constructions.
Elective for third year students.
3-4. Second Year Greek. The "Anabasis" is continued,
with a review of the grammar before beginning a study of the
"Iliad." Attention _is given to Homeric forms and to scannina.
. Elective for fourth year students.
HISTORY
Medieval and Modern · History.

2.
A brief review of the
facts of m~dieval European history, followed by a survey of
the history of Europe from the beginning of the sixteenth century to the present time.
· ·
Open to any students who have completed Ancient History.
8. American History. A topical study of American history designed . to prepare the student for ·an advanced . course
in American polities.
Required of fourth year students, first semester.
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4. . Civics. A , study of local government as_ illustr.a ted in
the township, city · and county. Special study will .be made of
the state government of Florida and of the Constit1Jtion of
e United States.
Required of fourth year .students, second semester.
LATIN

·· 1-2. Beginning Latin. Grammar and composition. A
thorough study of the principles of syntax and word forms ·
is required.
3-4. Second Year Latin. Caesar, Gallic Wars, Books I-IV.
Supplementary reading and continued . study of grammar and ·
composition.
. 5-6. Third Year Latin. Cicero. The Orations .against Catiline, I-IV, are read, followed by the Archias · and th~ Manilian
Law. Prose composition
with careful drill in grammar.
:
.
.
Elective for students who have -had two yeai:s of Latin. 7-8. Fourth Year Latin. Virgil: Books •1:..1v of the Aeneid
are read with supplementary study of syntax, the epic form,
prosody, scansion, rhetorical figures and mythology.
Elective for students who have had three years. of Latin.
MATHEMATICS

1-2. Plane Geometry. Methods of construction and Qriginal work will be required.
_
3. Algebra. A review ~f . elementary algebr~, .followed by _
a study of imaginaries, progr~ssions, binominal theorem, ex- ·.
traction of roots·, expansions and the solution ·of- both simple
and simultaneous quadratic . equ~tiohs.
Requir¢d of t~ird year students.
4. Solid . Geometry. · The .application of the ·principles of
plane geome~ry to three dimensional space.
,,,
Required of third year students.
MUSIC
The system• of credits for Music in the Academy course :is
subject to revision for the coming year. Two .u~ts
credit
will be given for music in .the Academy.
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SCIENCE
1-2. Physics.. A thorough study of the elementary principles of physics. Laboratory work is required.
Required of fourth year students.
3-4. Chemistry. A · thorough study of the elementary
principles of Che.mistry. Laboratory work is required.
Elective for third or fourth year students.
5-6. · General Biology.. A brief introduction to the physiology, morphology and evolution of the animal kingdom,
7-8. General Science. In this course are studied the fundamental principles of ·the various .natural sciences, preparing the
student for more advanced work later in these .respective
branches and acquainting him also with the common facts of
science essential to every one living in this scientific age.
Open to ail academy students.
9-10. Physical and · Economic Geography. The course covers
the physical formation of the inhabited parts of the. earth, the
sources of food ·and other economic necessities -of mankind .
.Open to third and fourth year students.
SPANISH
Course 1. For beginners. Grammar -through the subjective
mode. Drill in pronunciation; composition and conversation.
Text: Hill's and Ford's Spanish Course.
Course 2. Course 1 continued _throughout semester with
translation. Texts: Hill's and Ford's First Spanish Course.
Dorado, E_spana Pintoresca.
.
Course 3. Review of grammar with drill in composition,
conversation and- dictation. Translation. Texts: Coester'a
Grammar. Selections from Cervantes', Don · Quixote, Valdes
Jose.
Course 4. Course 3 continued. Reports on outside work.
Translation. Texts: Nunez de Arce's, El Haz de Lena. Benev~nte's, Tres Comedias.
Elective for fourth year students . .
EXPENSES

It is a constant aim of the College to provide first-class col_lege advantages_ to the student at the lowest .possible rates.
The charge to the student is but a small part of tlie -cost to the
College. The balance of the cost is met .by the income of the

:
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Endowment Fund · and · by . gifts ·from trustees and other friends
of Christian Education. The general expenses for -1921-22 will
be as follows:
For One Semester of 18 Weeks
Board .......................... ~·······"·················-······~··$115.00 .
Room and . light ····································~······· 35.00
Tuition .....
40.00
Registration (Student Ass'n.. ) fee.............. 10.00 $200.00
For the full year of 36 weeks ( or two . semesters) the ex- .
pense ( exclusive of purely personal expense) will be double the
above or - $400.00. The tuition charge of $80.00 entitles the student to instruction (theoretieal) in any d-e partment. Extra ·
charges will be made for practical music, pr~ctical -art, s~ience .
laboratory, home economics laboratory, expression~ · typewritfog. Additional electric light blubs required during the year
on account of. breakage or loss will be paid for by th.e ·student.
Advance Payment. All semester .bills . are payable in advance unless satisfactory arrangements are otherwise made.
·Tuition For Short Periods. No tuition charge ot less than
· $20 ..00 or half a semester will be made·.
, Refunds. The expenses of the College are not reduced when
- a student leaves before the end of the semester. . For this ·r eason, no refunds will ·be made for absence of less tha~ one-halt a
semester, except for board. The Registration (Student Asso- .
ciation) fee is not refunded. No refund wili be made for weekend absences.
.
.
·
Registration and. Reservation of Rooms. The registration
of new ·students· (both Freshmen and students admitted with ·
advance& standing is arranged in advance of Registration Day.
The adjustment · of credits should be attended to as soon. as
possible after graduation from high school.
All rooms. must be '.reserved in advance . upon payment of a
fee of $10.00 which payment will apply on ·the student's semester bill at th~ opening of the new year. Should a studen:t.-w ho
has reserved a room by making the advance paymant •decide
not to enter, a refund of ·. this amount will be made, .provided
such refund is claimed on or before Sept. 1, 1922. ·
Rooms. ·· All students not . residing in Winter Park and its
vicinity or in · the homes or immediate relatives, are expected
expected to room in Campus Dormitories unless ~ther arrangements are made with the Dean or Registrar. ·
0
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· All dormitory rooms are furni~hed with si~gle beds with
wire springs, mattresses, dressers, tables. and chairs. All other
furnishings desired are to be provided · by the students. · Each
occupant of a dormitory. room should bring three sheets, · one
pillow, one pair of pillow cases, one-half dozen tow~ls, blankets
and napkins. These articles should be plainly marked with the
owner's name.
Each occupant of a dormitory room will be required to sign
a receipt for the furniture and equipment of his room and will
be held responsible for its return in good ~ondition when he
departs.
Laboratory Fees. All laboratory fees, whether in Science
or Home Economics, will be $5.00 per semester for each cou~se.

SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS
Special Semester Examinations .................... ~ ........................... $5.00
Special monthly tests ····························"········································ 2.00
Special Matke-up of failed monthly work. .....................·............. 1.00
Late Registrations. ·A fee of $2.00 will be charged students
who enroll after Registration Day.
Diplomas. The fees for diplomas are as follows:
For college degrees ......
$5.00
For music and academy ................................. :.... 3.00
For certificates of graduation .................. :: ......... 2.00
Typewriting. A fee of $5.00 per semester will be charged
for typewriting. .
·
Board. The dining hall is conducted without the idea of
profit and for the purpose of providing wholesome -food at the
lowest possible cost. For periods shorter than a semester, the
rate will be $8.00 per week.
Student Asisociations Fee. Upon registration, a regular student (taking nine semester hours or the equivalent .thereto) automatically becomes a member of the Student Association which
controls all stude:nt enterprises. He pays, as a part of his semester bill, a fee of -$10.00 per semester w~ich constitutes a special
fund for the business-like management of student activities.
All funds are handled by the college office and expended only
by order of the Executive Committee of the Association which is
·composed of representatives from the student body and faculty .
. Upon payment of this fee .a Student Association ticket is
given the student entitling him to ( 1) a subscription to the
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SCHOLARSHIPS
"Sandspur," (2) a subscription · to the "Tomokan," (3) admission ~ all athletic contests, ( 4) admissfon to all concerts and.
lectures, ( 5) admission to all debat.es, ( 6) support of the Y. M . .
C. A. or · Y. W. C. A., a.n d participation in other activities specified by the Executive Committee.
·
"Special ·Student" Registration Fee. Special ·students ( those
taking ·less than· nine semester ·h ours or the. equivalent thereto)
not desiring to bceome members of · the Student Association ·by
paying the regular free are required to pay a Registration ·Fee
of $-3 .00 per semester.
SCHOLARSHIPS AND .SPECIAL FUNDS ·
The following perpetual scholarships have been ·established
by the payment .of $1,000 .each. The income of these s.cholarships will be assigned to students who are distinguished for
high character and diligence in study, and whose circumstances
may require 'it.
1. The . Chas~ Scholarship, given lly the late Mr. Loring
August.us Chase, one of · t};le founders of the town · of Winter
Park.
2. The Hall Scholarship, given by the late Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Henry Hall of Evanston, Ill.
3. The Mark Scholarship, given by Mr. and Mrs. Charles
LeRoy Mark of Fredonia, New York. Mr. Mark is since deceased.
4. The Scott Scholarship, given by Mr. and Mrs. John F.
Scott of Pittsburgh, Pa.
·
__ 5. The Burleigh Scholarship, given by the late Mrs. Ma.;.
tilda Burleigh.
6. The Banquet Scholarship, raised by the faculty and·
students of Rollins Colle.ge during the years 1903-1905, in
grateful recognition of the gift to . the college of $50·,000 by the
late Dr. D. . K~ Pearsons of . Chicago, Ill.,. and the raising of ·the
Endowment Fund. . This is an Honor Scholarship, and is assigned . by the faculty to the student~ preferably of the sophomore class, who is deemed most worthy.
7. The Angier Scholarship, given by the late Mr. A. E.
Angier of Boston, Mass.; and available for young men only.
8. The Wyeth Scholarship, given by Mrs. N. J. Wyeth and
Messrs. Harry B. Wyeth, John H. Wyeth, Jr., arid George A.
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Wyeth in memory of their husband and father, John · H. Wyeth,
for many years a member of the Executive and Investment
Committees of the Board of Truste.e s of _Rollins College.
9. The Palmer Scholarship given by the trustees of the
Francis Asbury Palmer Fund in memory of Mr. -Palmer.
10. The Duval Scholarship, amounting to $1,500, given by
the following donors, mostly in Jacksonville, and available for a
graduate of the - Duval High School: _J. W. Archibald, E. · P.
· Axtell, Hon. N. P. Bryan, Coons and Golden, R. V.. Coving-ton, H.
and W. B. Drew Co., Col. E. C. Long, Mrs. E. J~ - McDuff, J. R.
Parrott, E. P. Richardson, C. B. Rogers, Charles P .. Sumner,
Union Congregational Chur~h, Edwin S. Webster of Boston, and
Lorenzo A. Wilson.
Two Rhodes Scholarships are offered by the Rhodes Trust,
under -the provisions of the will of the late Cecil Rhodes, to
the. college men of Florida, in Oxford University,_. England.
These scholarships are good for three years, and pay an,. annual stipend of approximately $1,500. They afford an ·excellent
opp9rtunity to pursue courses of study in the arts, sciences, law,
or theology, or in preparation for subsequent medical studies, in
one of the most venerable and famous of universities, and to
travel extensively . in Europe.
In order to show their interest in the work of the Florida
high schools and to encourage the graduates of these s·c hools
to pursue a college course, and to do this within the state, the
trustees of Rollins College offer tuition .scholarships of $80 each
to all graduates of such Florida high schools as maintain a satisfactory four-year course.
By long ·_e stablished -c ustom in furthering the interests of
Christian education, the children of ministers and candidates for
the ministry recejve scholarships for tuition ($80.00 for the
year).
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DEGREES, DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES CONFERRED
AT THE ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT, 19.21.
DEGREES IN COURS·E
Bachelor of Arts
Elizabeth Douglas Meriwether....................................Winter Park
James Brooks ·..... ...: ....... ·-··················································Winter Park
Frederick Harris Ward ................................................Winter Park
Graduates From Academy

..

Winona Esther Auten -···:.·················-···············-·········Oberlin, Ohio
Fannie Mae Barnes · ···················"'·········--·············High .Point,. N. C.
Frederick Charle_s Brackensiek ······················-·······-Tyronza, Ark.
Robert Romano Brooks ........................ ~ .........................Winter Park ·
. Wallace Byrd ·······-·····-············································University, .A la.
Helen Elizabeth Dickinson ........................................ Wi.l mette, · JU.
Margaret Percival Glinn ........................................................ Orlando
Frederick Lyle Pitner ................... ~ ................................Laport, Ind.·.
Douglas Merrill · Phillips ...................................................... Orlando
Rudo Iph Rhea ·························~······························ Coal Creek, Tenn.
Eleanor Margaret Sprague........................................ Winter -Park
Carroll Layton Ward ·············-····-----·---···-·-····---- -- ---------Winter Park
GRADUATES FROM THE CONSERVATORY
With Certificates
Supervisor of Public School ·Music
Minnie Louise Wendel ............................................................. Gotha ·
With Diploma
Violin
Laura Shinn Beggs ·····················································-··········Orlando
GRADUATES FROM BUSINESS DEPARTMENT

With Certificate
Bookkeeping
Rafael Sastre Condom ............................................ Havana, Cuba
l{arold Thomas King ······ ·- ---------- ----- ---····················~·········Hope, _Ark.
Manuel Rodriguez. .............. ~ ............................. Puerto Padre, Cuba
John Wilfred · Stephens ·················-~·-···················West Palm Beach

;
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Shorthand and Typewriting
Cliffie Harris ....................................................................Winter Park
Lillian Kingsley ······················································-··- ······· ...Orlando
Muta Sinclair
. ....St. Augustine
Typewriting
· Anna Gram ...... ~ ..................................................~ ....·......Moore Haven

Hazel Kline ........................................................................... ~ ...... Gotha
Manuel Rodriguez ...................................·.............Puerto Padre, .Cuba
Orrin Rominger ... :............. ~ ................................ Fort Worth, Texas
Richard Starr ............................................................ Guilford, Conn.
Lee Wilkerson ............................................................ St. Petersburg
Blanche Whitney ............................................. ~·····-····Oberlin, Ohio
Shorthand

Verna Mae Hersch ...................................................,.·-······-Maitland
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. LIST OF STUDENTS 1921-22
Post Graduates
Hayes, Charles Sumner A. B .......................................Chicago, Ill.
Keiffer, Glenn A. B. ......................................................Jacksonville
Stone, Ida .Floreda A. B •............... -~·······-···················Oberlin, Ohio
Seniors
Alexijevitch, Melitza ~·~··········~································Belgrade, Serbia
Appleby, Madeleine E~tcy ···············.······~···············-Norwood, Mass.
Haynes, Evelyn Gladys ............................................ Bat Cave, ·N. : C.
Ingram, Warren Marsh ................. ~ ..............................Winter Park
Kendell, Amelia Roy ··········································••n••····Winter Park
Sample,' Irma· Lillie ...............,.......·-····························Winter ·Park
Stone, Alvord Lovell ............................................................Maitland
Stone Win ifred ..................................................................Winter· Park
Waldron, Ruth Sherman.......... ~ ......................... Chattanooga, Tenn. ~
Juniors
. Boyle, Loyd Fargo ..•......................................~..-.:Oak Park, Ill.
Brockman, Ada .................................................... Minneapolis, Minn.
Bumby, Florence Mary .............................................. Winter. Garden
Campbell, Alice Modena .................................. ,...........Winter ·P ark
James, Frances Marion ····························-····················Fort Pierce
Kolbe, Elfrieda Elizabeth ............................................Lorain, Ohio
Palmer, Frank Waterman ........ ~ ...............................................Eustis
Stewert, Miriam Rilla ... - ~.............. ~·················-····West Palm Beach
Ward, Charles Edward ............................................................ Miami

Sophomores
· Barnes, Katherine Yowell ............................ ~ ........... ~ ...... ~~ ...Orlando
B·e u,· Frances Goley ......................... ::.~·······················~··········· Tampa
Bender, . Raymond · William ························-~··············Warren, Ohio
Boland, Verna ·····································-························Winter Haven
Darrow, Dorothy .............................................................. Okeechobee
Edmonds, Helena ................................................ ~ ................. Daytona
Feagle, William B. . ...........................................................Ft. White
Freeman, Gladys ................................ ~ ...........................Winter Park
Hanna; Helen ··········································-·······•··•····················~·.T ampa _
Hill, G.e orgiana . ..........:............................................................ MaitlanQ ·
Holiday, Jesse Rex ................... ~ ...•................................ ~ .......Altura_s ·
Hoskins, Louise ····································-······························· ···Orlando.
Jones, Ernest L. ····~···············································........Elyria, . Ohio

.---~::.
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Julius; Helen Henrietta ....................................................Fort Pierce
Knowles, Donald Ingram .................................. ~ ..... Guilford~ Conn. ·
Missildine, Eva Stuart................................................. :Tryon,. N. C.
Montgomery, Frances Grace · ....................................Ft. Lauderdale
McKay, Mary Helen: ................................................................. Tampa
McKay, . Margaret ················································-··················Tampa
Page, Loraine . Elizabeth ................................................ ~ ...... ;.. Miami
Popper, Dorothy Harrison ............................................. ~ .... Orlando
Potter, Paul Wilson ................................................West Palni. Beach
Potter, Richard Bernard ........................................West Palm Beach
Scudder, Ruth Delaney ...................................... Isle ·of Pines, Cuba
Staley,. Herman M. ····:···························································· Orlando
Stevens, William Wallace ............................................Lake Worth
Thompson, Campbell Theodore ···················-············Sheffield; Ala.
Waddell, Frances Marion ............................................Winter . Park .
Warner, . Kenneth Churchill .....................................:Crescent City
Wheldon, Maurice Austin ............................... ~ ............ Orange City
Whitney, Blanche ....·.................................................. ,..... Oberliri, Ohio
Wright, Robert B. .................................................... Cleveland, Ohio
Freshmen
Barnes, Fannie Mae ······-··-····-·····~:-······-···--·-·······High Point, N. C.
Beall, Catherine Elizabeth .................................... Sioux City, Iowa
Beihl, Milvin Franklin . ........................................ McMechen, W. Va.
Bencini, Margaret ······················································-···"······Orlando
Boyd, Amy ......................................................................Jacksonville
Boyd, J. B. ..................................... ··········.··················•·.•··········Orlando
Byrd, Wallace ............................................................University, Ala.
Caldwell, Rebecca ··~·························································Avon •Park
Cola do, . Gavino F. ·························-··········~·····························~·Tatnpa
Conard, Lydia K .................... ~ ............................................Kissimmee
Cooper, Mildred Lucile ........................................................ Sharpes
Coulson, Bessie Lorena ..................................................Winter Park
. Crosby, Henrietta Margaret ............ ,.....................................Daytona
Daniel Grady .................................................................. Wint¢r Haven
Dickinson, Helen Elizabeth ............................... ~ ............Winter Park
Doane, Ada Moneta ..................................................................Waldo
Dorsey, Margaret Waugh ............................. ~ ..........Louisville., Ky.
Dow, Edward L. ........... ~ .........................................•...... Moore · Haven
Draa, Cecil Charles .............................................................. ~ ......Mims
Draa, Horace· ................ ;:-~ .............................................................. Mims
Erwin, Bess Marie ··························--···················· West Palm. Beacl:i
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·Faulkner, Rose Maureen ................................................Atlanta.., Ga.
Feria; Louis A. ........................:...................................Havana, · Cuba
Flood, Mattie Mae .........................·.................................Jacksonville
Foley, James Pratt ........................................................Winter Park
Frank, Doris · ·························-··········································Akron, Ohio
Grey, Dorothy Ellen Frances ...................................... Oberliri, Ohio
.Griffithi Arthur C. ----~-----·-·-----··-······························W.arren, · Ohio
Gumble, Edna Nannie .................... ~ ................. ~ ........... St Augustine
Hall, Edith May ............... ~.........._.................. Milton · Center, Ohio
Johnson, Mary Giles ····································~····.·······Norwood, Ohio
Jones, ~va ................_....................................Cleveland Heights, OJiio.
Kanner, Thelma Rose ································~·····················~~..... Orl_ando
Keeley, Jeannette M. .......................................... ~·········.········-'···Tampa
Lane, Frank ......................................................................... Dover, , Ga.
Lawton, Li~ian Elizabeth.............................................•.. ~ ....... Qviedo
Leppert, Charles Lynville .................................... McMechen, W. Va.
Line, Robert R. ..~....................................... ~ .............. ~·····~······Orlando
. Little, Ercel Elizabeth ............................ ~·······················~·······Sanford
Lyon, Dorothy ....................~ ................................................. Groveland ·
Lyon, Jean .................·.............................. ·~ ... ···············~····.····~Groveland
Martin, EarJ R •................................................... ~ ...... ~ ....:.New Smyrna
Martin, Julian ....... ,.................................................... Mathews, N. C.
More, Ray ...........................................................................Haines Ci_ty
McConnell, Mildred Margaret .....................................~ ...... Orlando
McNeil, · Nora .............................................................................Orlando
McRainey, · John A. .........................................................._...... Orlando
Parkinson, Mary Edwina ·····································~··················Alva .
Pheil, •Bertha .............................. ~ ................................. St. Petersburg
Potter, Douglas Woods ··················~·················Bowl_ing · Green, Ky.
Powers, Rose McMasters .............................................. ~. Winter Park
Reed~ !v.lar-garet Medora ............................................Ft. Lauderd~e
.Rerick, ·. Emily ···············"'.·································--····-···········Dade City
Romini:er, Orrin ......................................................Ft. Worth Texas
Rowe, John. Lindsley........................................ ~ ............. New ·. Symrna
Sanderson, Martha ...................... ~······························•.·······~··Orlando
Silsby, Harold F. ......................................................Cleveland, Ohio
Silsby, Harry Z. .......................................................... ~.New- Smyrna
Shreve, Lucie Grover ........................Atlantic City, New Jersey
Shull, Mary Ellen ······················································~·······Melbourne
Staley, C. N. ................................................. ~ ............ St.· Petersburg
Starbird, Lillian .... ~ ..........................................................·.....HApqpka
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Starr, ~ichard Lewis ..............................................................G~ilford
- Steinhans~ Lambert .............................................................. Orlando
Sutherland Kenneth Francis ........................... ~ ..................... ~Daytona
Swaine, Florence Cha:rlotte.................................................. Sarasota
Swope, Mabel .Claire.................................................................. Oviedo
Teare, John C. ............. .-......................................Warrensville, Ohio
Tessman, Leona E. ................................................West Palm· Beach
Thomas, Herbert Goynne ............................................Warren, Ohio
Toomer, Priscilla ............. ~········"················································ Ortega
Waddell, Roberta · Winnie ............................................ Winter Park
Wallace, Edna ................. :............... -.. .....................West Palin Beach
Ward, Harold Jr. ......... :.................................................. Winter Park
Warner, Stanley Eugene .....:.~ .... ~ .............................Crescent City
Wendel, Clara Elizabeth ............................................................ Goth&
Wesseler, Trillis Esther ......................Victoria de las Tunas, Cuba
Whitn~y, Carol Harmony ........................................................Elkton
Wilson, Eric Rex ·····································~··························Pensacola·
Wulf, Roland ....................................... :............................. Warren, Ohio

College Specials
Brady, Kathleen...................................................................... Sanford
Derby, Albert Carlisle........................................................ ~ ... Orlando
Derby, C. L. (Mrs.) ................... ~ ................ .-........................... Orlando
Hill, James Harold ...... ~····················································-···Maitland ·
Jasper, Zelda Purvis .............._................................................. Orlando·
Jones, Frances Dunurdy ..... 7••••••••••••• _••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Orlando
Lunsford, Mary ...................... ~········~······································· Tampa
McGinnis, Vera Mary .... ;.......... ~········································Avon Park
Pratt, Lillian A. Ros_e (Mrs.) ... _............................. Fitchburg, M~ss.
Walker, John C. ........-...... ~ .............................................Winter Park
Waterhouse, Alice ................................................................ Maitland
Academy
Seniors
Brackensiek, Robert .......... ~ ................. :....................... Tyronza, Ark.
Conway, Paul J .................................................................... ~Titusville
Conway, John Paul.. ................... s· •········································ Titusville
Draa, Clarence ............................................................ Aurantia, Fla.
Edris,· Florence Mary .. ~ ..... ~ ........................................... ~ .......Lokosee
More, Ray ................................· ..................................... -.......... ·....... _..... .
Soler, Ma'.?{imo ····················:·······Guaninas, Prov. de Orient, Cuba
Scott, John ..................................................................... ~---·······Oxford
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Smith, Samuel Bosworth .................................... Chattanooga, Tenn.
Thayer·, Herbert H. ··················.···············~·-·················Ctooked Lake
Tuller, John E. .............................................. ~ ....................... Leesburg
Van Sinderen, Arthur H .............................................Albany, N. ·Y.
Vincent, Howard PaytQn ················-·······~··········-·~······~·Wi:riter Park
Walker, Charlotte ······························-······························Moline~ Ill.

Juniors
Amy, .Ada Ruth ......................................................................... Sebring
Barrett, Mildred Maud ........................................Davidsonville, Md.
Bass, Beatrice Louise ............. :.......................................... Avon Park
Bronson, Irlo ....................................................................... ~Kissimmee
Colado, Ramon ..................... :......................................................Tampa
Collins, Clifford ............. ~ ......7•••••••••••.• •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• Chicago, Ill.
Conner, .Owen W. ............... ~· ~ ...............................................Lake Gem
D'Oron, Edna ............................................................. Cleveland, ~hio
Feaster., Irene ·-· ·················································~·························Miami
Foley, Frances ·Jane .......................................................Win~er Park
Freeman, Wilhelmina Drake ........................................Winter Park
Fry, Florence.................................................................... Winter _Park
· Gaylord, Frank W. ··································································-· Tampa
Haines, Webber B ................................. :............... s ••••• Medford, Mass.·
Hines, Marion .. ~ ............. ~ ..................................._................ Auburndale
Holloway, Lynn ·············································"······················Langham·
Lewis, Katharine ..........................................................Winter Park
Lingle·, Emily ............................................................................. Sanford
M':lrinc, Frnncos .................................................................... St. C1 oud
Mar.~h, Martha Beulah ........................................................ Avon Park
Morse, Alice L. .......................................................................... Pinetta
Munhall, Albert ···················································~······Pittsburg, Pa.,
Roberts, Charles .....................................................-:-: ..... Winter Park
Sanford, · Fidelia .~ .................................................. Perrysberg, Ohio
Sledge, Geraldine ................................................ :............... Monticello
Stephens, Jack ........................................................ West Palm Beach
Stivender; Eugene .Odell ..................................................Lake ·Wal~s _
Shreve, A~ron F .............................. ., . .................Atlantic Oity, N. J.
Swope, Frances W. . ............ ~ .....................:...... •················-·Oviedo
Taylor, Robert Truman ···••H••·············· •·························~···Oak Hill
Thayer, Raymond .................
•································:Crooked Lake
Warner, Charles · F ••· ·················································St. Johns Park .
Wendler, · Ha,-)' P. ············~·························~··········~················Orlando
Winslo~ J.{enelm ·····························: ·······················••.•·····Winter Park
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Wood, Sarah J. ---·-----·-·-·-·--····-·-----···-··························:····Winter Park
Wright, Martha ····-······-·······-······-···---···············-··--·····Cleveland, Ohio
Academy Specials
.Gobel, Dorothy ··-··--·--·-··~----·····----····-···········-·······-···········Winter Park
Hall, Mary............. ·-·············-·-··-····················-·-···············Oberlin, Ohio
Patrick, Richard_···-·-··-······················-·············-·············Winter Garden
Race, Lesel ·--················-·············-················--·········-··········Jacksonville ·
Smith, Helen ·-·---···-···-· ··-·· .... ·-··· ................... ·-··-···-··-···----···Avon Park
~oodruff, Richard ··········-·······-··-···-······················-···············Orlando
Business Department

Brown, F. B. (Mrs.) ·············-~··············-···~············-···-·············Maitland
Diaz, Mario~·····-···--····---·····························Triguano, Matanzas, Cuba
Dyson, Harry ··-··-······-···--·············-·································••.•Jacksonville
Garcio, Ignacio __ ······-····-····-···~·········································Havana, Cuba
Henderson; Parker ·········----·············································-·······:.Miami
Hernandez, Manuel ······-·············-·······~--··-··-·········-·---··-··Havan,a, Cuba
Hinson, Pearl ········----····--···········-·-········-···········--······--··~···········Altoona
King, Tom ·-····.···-·-·-·· ·····-·············· ......·.. _·····-·· ......... ~.·--······Hope, Ark.
Martin, Juan ·-············--·····---···-·······-·-················~······New York, N. Y.

Munden, Harry ... ·--······~·.. ··-·············-·-······-·· .. ···-·-···············~·-···-·· Miami
Overstreet, Edgar -·················-······-·······-·-········-···••U·•····Winter Park
. Rodenbaugh, Carl Marsh ............ ·-···········-····-·················Winter Park
Rodriguez, Eduardo ····-·········--····-·-·Puerto Padre, Oriente, Chua
Rodriguez, Manuel ········--·-··-···-·········Puerto Padre, Oriente, Cuba
Rooney, Leon --·········-· ·· ······ ·········· ·· · ········ ··· ·· · ········· · ·· · ··· ····· · · ··-·· ··'Miami
Soler, Urbano ········-·-······-···--~··--······-·········--·······--·Santiago de Cuba
Taylor, Burrie -···············-··································,··········--Wint'er Park
Van Landingham, Louie ························-·································Miami
Waller B. W. (Mrs.> ····-·········-··-·····-·········-······-······-····~·Winter Park
Conservatory Students

Adcock, Emma .. ··-·-·· ·--·· ··--··········--····---············-···········-············Orlando
Adcock, Frances -···-·············--········-···················-·······················Orlando
AllbrlL
· A·1
.
a.1.11,
1 een ····················-···-····--···········-· K ansas ·c·t
1 y, M"1ssoun.
Amy, Ada A-o.+-h. ··················-··············
......... ········-···--·-:----·-···-·-·Sebring
·.
.
.
A nge . N ancy ·····-········· ······················-···-···-··········----···-···-·--······Orlando
Arnold, Helen ....... :................. .......................................Winter Park
Autrey, Annie ......................................... ·--- ---·-··············--·-·
· ·Orlan·do·
.
trey,
Gladys
.
~.......................................................
Orlando
Au
Autrey, Lottie May ··········~·-·········-··········-················--········· ... Orlando
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~ ' Do.r othy ····································································-···Orlando
~ 13aker, Mildred ··---·--····--·········-···-----·······-----·--·--··--·~--···----·--··~·--Orlando
Bartlett, Agnes ····-_·-····························-···-·--·--·-··-········· .......... ~ .... Ocoee
Belitz, Alice .................. ~ ...................... ~ ................. ·-·· ... __ .. -······· Orlando
Beggs, Laura ......... _·-···-· --··-······· ··---·-·························-··········~···OrIando
Bell, Frances ........... ~. ···--. _.. :........................................ ~ ................ Tam pa
Bell, Margaret .......................... ~ ............................................ ~ .. -Tam pa
Bencini, Margaret ........................................................... ~ _-.-·.... OrIando
Brannon, Chloe ······~····-····· ................. ············-··-··················~·····Orlando ·
Brannon, Connie ·························································-···········-Orlando
Berman, Sylvia ....... ······-···-····~······ ...........................................Orl~nc\o ·
-Boland,. Verna ........ ~···················-··································· Winter :a~ven
Bradey, Kathleen ..................... ············--····-··-·····--··-···········~···Sanfo.rd
Bryan, May .·A. ........... ~.·-··········· ................................................Orlando
Burman,· Tybel .......................................................................... Orlando
Burns, Harold L. ···················································-···~·,··War-~en, Ohio
Byrd, Wallace .............................·............................... University, Ala.
Caldwell, Rebecca ....................................................... ~ ......Avon Park
Carper, Lillian ..... ~ ............................·........................................ OrIan do
Chase, Catherine .................................................................. Clermont
Cline, Lolita ~···••o••·····················-·········································-·····Orlando
Cody, Zella ·····················--··················-································Frostproof
Cole, Dorothy ··································--······························ Winter .. Patk
Cole, Elizabeth (Mrs.) ··································-···········-··· Winter. Park
Converse, Marcia Mae ················-·····························-··~····AkrQn, Ohio
· Cooper, Mildred .................................. ~ ..................................... Sharpes
Crosbey, Henrietta .................... ············-·······························Daytona
Dallas, Fay ··:·········~··········:........... _······-·····························::. .. Maitland
Daniel~ Grady .... ~······································~····················Winter Haven
Daniel, Gertrude . ···························:······························Winter Have_n
Darch, Fred A. .........................................................
Winter Park
. Datson, Bernice ......................................... ~ ......................... ~ .... Orlando
Davies, Gertrude· ····························-·································Jacksonville
Deublin, Pearl (Mrs.) ........................................................... ~ Orlando
Dodds, Elizabeth ........................................................~ .............. Orlando
Duckworth, William .......... ~..................................................... Orlando
Duckworth, Manly.................................................................. Orlando
Dunn, Edith ........·.................. ~ .................................................... Orlando.
Eldridge, Lillian ...................................................................... Orlando
7

••••••

E _m erick; Dorothy ·······································~·····················~······Orlando
Faulkner, Maureen ...................................... ·.................Atlanta, Ga.
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-Feaster, Irene ················~····························································Miami
Gedge, Jessie ............................................................................ Orlando
Gettier, · Lucile ··························~················~······························ Orlando
Gibson Nellie ................................................. ~ ........................Clermont
Giles, Elizabeth ·············'" ····················~·····················~·······Winter Park
Greear, V~ Carter (Mrs.).-........................................... ~ .... ~...... Orlando
Hadsell, ·K ate ........................................................................ Wauchula
Hines, Marion .................................................................... Auburndale
I v·es, Mary .................................................................. i .•••...... ~·· Orlando
J acquith, Grace ................. ~ ..............................................Windermere
Jacquith, · Eleanore .......................................................... Windermere
. James, Frances ..... ~·-····························································F ort Pierce
Jerome, Lucretia ........................................................-.............. Orlando
Joiner, Katherine ............................................................ ,......... Orlando
Jones, Harold ............................................................................ Orlando
Juli us, Helen ........... :............................................................ Fort Pierce
Kanner, Thelma Rose .................................. ~ ................. Winter Park
Keezel, Florence ............................................~ .................Winter Park
Kelly, Vivian ······································································,···-·Orlando
Kennedy, Mildred ·······:····························································Sorrento
Konkiel, Joel L ................................................. East St. Louis, Ill.
Lawton, Lillian ..:...............................-........... ····-··· ..................... Oviedo
Ledinsky, Charles ····························:···········Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Leland, Rebecca ........................................................ Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Lieberman, Esther .................................................................. Orlando
Little, Ercel .............................................................................. Sanford
Lord, ·B. J., Jr. ·········-···············································: ................Orlando
Lord, Waldo ............... :.... •-s••·····················································Orlando
Lyon, Dorothy ......................................... :............................ Groveland
Lyon, Jean ................................ ~ ........................................... Groveland
Maddox, Harry ........................................................................ Orlando
Mann, Alice ......................................................................... :·...... Orlando
M-arine, Frances ~ .................................................................-.. St. Cloud
Marsh, Martha .......... ~ ........................................................... Avon Park
Maurer, Harry .............................. ·····································-···Orlando
·Maurer, Hazel ············································-····························· Orlando
Meis, Caroline ................... 7••••••••• : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••••••••.•• 0:rlando
Meitin, Ruth ....................... :... ,.................................................. Orlando
Mengle, Edith ··········~·································································Orlando
Merideth, Eugene .......... ,,......................................................... Orlando
l\letzinger, Harold ···.·····························································.···· Orlando
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Miller, Benjamine ···················································-·············· Orlando
Minor, Dorothy ...................•..................................................~ ~ Orlando .
More, Ray ...................................................~ .............~ ... ~ .. Haines · City
Morrison, . Anna Blake .............................................
Orlando
Morrison, W. J. (Mrs.) ........................ :...................·-·····-·····Orlando
McCaughen; C~ B. (Mrs.) ............................. ~ .......................~.Orlando
McConnell, Herick ·················································-··················Orlando
McConnell, Mildred .................................................................. Orlando
M~Kean, Hugh ..................... ~ ................................................... Orlando ·
McNeil, Mary ........................................................................·.... Orlal)do
McNeil, . Neil ···································································-········ Orlando
McRainey, Ethel ············································,······-·················· Orlando
Ohlinger, · Catherine ···=·····················.-·······························.Frostproof
0 hlinger, Louise ................................................................·... Frostproof
~arkinson, Edwina ···········•·.······.· ···························~·,·········~············Alva
Pickels, ;Jeanne .......................................... :.............................. Orlando .
Potter, Frank ·························································-··············· Orlando
Race, Lesel .........................................................·..... ~ ......... Jacksonville
Reed, Margaret ........................................................ Fort Lauderdale.
Saloman, Blanche · ...................................................................-~Orlando·
Saloman, Helen Mae ................ ~····························-··················Orlando
Schumann, Margaret .............................................................. Orlando
Shepherd, Martha G. ··············································-·······Winter Park
Shute, Kathryne ·······················································.·~·············Orlando
Siewert, Elsa ···········································-····················::.Winter Park
Sledge, · Geraldine ···································-····················~······Monticello
Smith, ·Dustin ................. ~ ................................ ~ ......................... Orlando
Stimp~on, L. C. (Mrs.) .......................................................... Orlando
Straley, Virginia .................. ~ .......................................... ~ ...... Orlando
Swope, Mabel .......................................................... .-. ...........:...... Oveida
Symes, Katherine ............................................................ Winter Park .
Thomson, Grace ·~·······:....................................................Winter Park
Tiedke, Alice •········································································n••·Orlando
Tiedke, Florence -·-··················································:................ Orlando
Trimble, Gladys ...................................................................... Orlando
Vincent, Howard ............................. ~ ..............................Winter . Park
Waldron, Ruth ................................................ ~·····-·········Jacksonviiie
Wallace, Edna ·······························--······················ West Palm Beach
Ward, : Gertrude ..............................................................Winter Park
Ward, N.ell ··········································································~·····Orlando
Waters, Lucile ......................................................·................. ~Orlando

u..............
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Watkins, Grace ...... ·........................................... ---...................Orlando
Watts, Hazel ...........~ ................................................................Orlando
Wells, N eriia Leola .................................................................. n-aytona
Wendel, Clara .~············-································~········~··················~~.Gotha
. Wendel, Minnie Louise ....................
Gotha
Windier, Harry ........................................................................ Orlando
Wheatley, Vivian ·······.·················································Winter Garden
·whitpey, . Blanch .......................................................... Oberlin, Ohio
Wilson, Lucile ........~ ................................................................. Or~ando
.Wood, Sarah ....................................................................Winter Park
Wright, Martha . ........................................................ Cleveland~ Ohio
0
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